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on theoretical considerations· (Newton: 0.0027; Rank.in~: 0.9_0~4), 
numerical val~ea for this con•tant are_ usua!ly a~~p~~~--~~~~_y&!!_ _ 
.. 
experUlients and prac-tical obse~vations. Th, v-.lµe t • O.OQja· 
is w14ely uaec:,I in thE!_U11ited States. 
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In toda,_y '~ praQtice, building codes Wrnish values of ---~ · .·. · 
0--·-~ 
-- w~d pressure (e.g. 30- lb. _per sq.ft. af vertical ·surface); _ct.,.:., ........ ,..~<> 
wi11d loads are us•lly .taken aa horizontal' ci>ncentrated ~ 
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for ___ tha-t portiog ·of the--w:i..nd J.oad determinea-~y the pl;lrticl.;. 
p•ti~n factor of the bent in question. This participatioq 
. ll' 
fa<!tOr can be cl~termin~d cc;,n~,~d~ri~g ela~t~_'? transv~rt;e 
displacement.a · of ·bents•t.. In- ci&se the wind-load ·and -st-ruc~11:t•---
are symmetrical (Fig. 1), the rigidity of floors will assure _ 
.. ... . __ .. _ ~( 
.. ···•·· ~-·=.i 
·- -, 
.. e.«t~l. -~o_unta .Qf late~§! deU~~UQY ;§f JoJntl! ~f ~!t P!~~ _ ----·-------~-
at a particular,·· flo-or-level. Unsymmetrical loading would 
ten4 ~o cause, rotation of the plan; this twisting action., 
I . . 
brings about uneqµal tratasve~s~ deflections of various bentt 
and therefore uneven p~rticipation of-bents in wind-11.>•4· 
(Thi$ probl~ will Be t~eated in Appendi~ C.) 
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· transverse wui.d-load·; usually givE!n by concentrated>", ·. · .. · .. ··· .. · .. --"~>i 
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The typical multistory hel)t is a ra~_:_ice conl11J_ti~ of . _ •. ~-~-1 
r,c:tangular panels. This primary----stcru~~u-re;~s -wel-1=-a-s~cb:e:=~--- -=-~--- : 
-· ~--·--
,c?' 
aec::ondal.)' elements insuring proper action, •nd other essential, 
. 
parts will be -treate4 shortly in the ~ollo1ting_ ~eacription 
of a- ·st~~l t-~er llgi!giQ&:-~--
Be-&JDS and columns can be rolled sectlonstoi: bui.lt-~p-
:...:-· 
t,7. top •J\!J s~at angles, etc. Wel~d CODIJ~ruction may_ empl,.p7·n 
COQ.tinuous all-around welds. 
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_,,. __ " . 
. ~- . F~Qore~ ~~ually ·ma_~f~{.reJ.nforced CQJlCre~e _sl41)1, ___ ,_._ ,·-~ 
•ve a m<>st lraportan~ r~le in stiffening o-11t -bents an4 ·· 
~••isting to s~~P!~i~y l>y their weight. 
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. It J.s to be llotcic;l that in ijo111.i.Coqntri~s (South Allteric:&!) 
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.. wllere steel is scanty, re~nforced concrete skyscrapers_ b,ive 
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e·n bi,,il ~ • 
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contiuious str~ctures. The resume and criticism of such art. 
id•-li~ecJ procedure of stress-ana.lysis .is very impor~ant for . 
. }-: .1" 
·. 
tbe analyst and designer: tbu~ he w~ll be helped in applying 
· sound judgment as to what degree of accuracy of comput_atior(, 
. . 
should be require4. If ouf_ ll~~ic assumptions already intro~. 
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conditions in member~ of the frame, great exactitude in ~9111~ 
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2. METHODS op· STRESS ANALYSIS 
. .. z • I .. Fl.I t f $ p 
_. ·, ... ' - ~ - ; 
···..;..., 
2.1 Synopsis 
---· ... L 
- in the ·introductory ·chapter those ass~pJ:!ons trere . clla• 
. - . . . 
. r - .. 
c11J-~ed by: whicli ·tne trea·t.ment-·of· -the-muftistory--~frame ~ilding 
. . 
.. i 
:-can be r~duced illfO a two dimensional st8tiCaUy indeterm~nate · 
. ' - )'°- . ---
problem. Given this problem of ·analysis we can not, pro~eed to 
. ·~ 
th~ que$tion ot.findi1.1g expedient metl'loda of -solutS.on, 
' Methods of soluti~n caq l>.e 
- - ----~_,. ---
• .. p. roximate 





,,.,··.· . ·: 
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.• 7 
Bxaet methods involve- the solution~ of aiault1aecna•- -=- --~-- · 
•:, , '., ~,.; •,., • • •. ., . ., .. • . • , ,0 • • ', , • • . • .' ,•' ,, > •• l . ., ;<;' .',, f , • < ,. ~ • .,· • ,, '"-"' ,••' ,.C,,'.
0 
""~•r' '>.,, ·-• ·'<>,f , 
I• 
, .. - .. • I 
equations for obt~ining the sought unknowns • -
The iterative methods aim-at ~n analysis, ~htl-lc;~IJ:lff 
. .. 
,· •.. 
of whi9h . ~an be ref i.ped to a ..... ,desired degr~!.•. 
• I 
li,ppr~•ilQate · ~~hoda a_re used when an acc~z.:ate streaa~ 
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······ 1> Methods , ba·sed on consist:ent Qef Orination,r -- · .: - ··· · f 
. - .. ·-:-··' .---.-~----- --·-··-,-····-··· , •. \. · .. ~ . :· ·• .. •'. -:t...:..· . 
• ,: L,, t·: 1•\i,.,i,l"·!,l.?'' .. n,.._ ---'--..,.,---:--...,-;----~l ·, r• ..... _..._____ .:-:;·.: ~·-· - ---- -·. :__ -. -
· ; __ .:_ · 2·~-- Deformation.;;.methods 
., • I •• 
·,· 
_ ...... ·-... , .... .:j··· 
·.:~·.. .:.,..,_ 
·r. ·_; .· ,: ..... · .· _.· ····--,- .. -.---_.·· .. ·_----_- .... -~- .... ,. _____ _ 
. ::~:• ·· M,E!,thods based .. on .consistent· defotjqatioiis ·operate_ ·. ··· 
with~ sta~ic;a.lly dete~inat.e base-structures~ Redundant 
'atreSSelem!;!nts are treated as Unknown • statiCa.J. gtJtintitie$ .. 
. . 
agg a:X'e c~uted from coinp.itibility- conditiOns regarding th! · · .. 
el.stic be~.;ior of tb~ actual inde_terminate structure. :: .. , .. :., 
,'!• .• 
1. 
. , .... 
" ·~-· ,I 
... - ~--·· ... 
-~~~-
·-
- . -------- ---- - ---·-·· . ~ 
,, It would take .. six ~ompatibility .. equations to aefine our. 
• 't . : . 'f 
. 
:\"· 
• .·• 1 
Jt~~nts in this ~.ase .. Clearly, as we inc;rease th~ number: 
_ .... ·--- .. -.--- .-..:... · . 
of stories, with each $t0'ry l'lte get thr('!~ R(;lt,7 !'edunQ!!nts. _ f'he~, ·· ······· 
- - - ' - . ' ' ~ .- :'.." I 
. ' 
q1.1.1rip~r of simultaneous equations is a d°ifficulty we cannot 
'?Vercome economically in the design · off ice and so this method . 
·.: ... ,. 
- . -
Qf ~lysis as ,pplied tQ .. !JIUll:iStQr}'_ JJ:''8'~ .. _'!~g .. · ll~l l>_El _t:t'~!~!j_: ~~"-:'_ 
- - ·- -- - -- - . . - .... ~ -. 
in ~Iii .. paper. ..-----ii 
I - -~ 
a .. ' r The deformatlon methocls establish certain relation, 
: a.:· '- · ." .. · .. ".',·,· ·~..-·~ .,:·;· .·,- ·•· • ',. .... , · · -_ ·::.-·-:-.• •. -.·-~·.· :.. .. ··-·--·~·-,-~_-•,,·•a-,··-·•--::,, 
. . 
,taips -between static&! µa.knowns (as bar•end ll!Pmente) a,nd. . · 
~ d~formations of -=he st¥ucture. · The problem involving movenie11t,1 · 
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,.-~..:. .. :.~ . ._ ·,· 
· previously discussed case where the_ u"nknowns .-were statical 
··.·. _ ... 
- _____ . -I ,u.a?tities. _,-- :<Redundants .) . -- The-· 8ltpl_artation ~ies ·1.n the·. fact -
\ 
~:::that as we increase the de;r:ee of:indeterminacy -of ·a· structure, 
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, - ,,The· ."traverse methog~_~us~s-·-,:the'··:pin-~nded_J>eam as base~_: ___ --__ .. - ____ _ ... 
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~;~\~*~1~--: ·:~ · l}~_ ·~ 
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~-- :ffie· iterative ·nr.ocedures are all deformation- .·'·, .·--. · . . 
. 'f E. - JI - • ,-. 
. j' . 
-
. 
aethods .- · Their common feature is the· u@e of -"momene~ • • ..-1 · ;.,.: ·-.. · ·, • .· .. -- • .i1' ' 
'~ -... 
_· ------· - .. - ·_-:- · .. 
c.11.s.tr.ibution" 1 an iterative solution of the -"standard ~lope- · _ ··· 
d,fl..ection _ e'quations ''. 
~inguished: -
. Mixed-.J~rocedures ._ L 1 (The: -~olution. is: a . .result:- _ 
.; '· . 
gf -~IJ.e ... appli~a-tion of·:·-simultaneous :equat;ions as well. ~s.- _ -
q-;"'. .. 
. 
~nt•dIStribution . . Ex~1e:·· Holding-fOrce methOd.) 
-2. -Pure iteration methodsQ _.Af! __ we sh.all_ see _lat.er, ___ -- --~~ 
·-· . ~- . 
·~- . 
:. ' 
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;tu;1q l'.l)pment-distrtbt1,t;:iol\... sollle metb.ods a-re ~l:lsed on sUe__~essive 
'-; 
corre~tions. '(Example:·Kani'a meth,pd.) .·. 
-~- .. ~·': ,r . l. 
·._ ..... ~ 
-t--· -_ - ' 
·~ 
. ,,.·.-, 
. ·: .. 
Rela,iation methods. 
--· -~7\ . -----~--'. ------.... -.. ···· ·· .......... : .. ,, .... ;c'. .... ... ,,-'. ..... : ; .. ,--::.: .... ,-···---;"·-~----.--~~-·-::._~~--~-·-· .. ·-·.-·-·::.:__:_: ____________________ ~_: ___ . --"---~ 
tQean an informal .· type .of. iteration in whicll ~ large mep1.sure ........ . 
. . ~ . . . . . . . . 
0£ 1n1c:J,titive 1s 1eft to the computer~ ... • (ExamP,1e·: A1!!eri.1d.an•s 
. . . 
. :f . 
- ' - - ~- ·- - .. ·.. - ----- - .... - -- . -
. . . ,: . . - - -- - -- -
··--=-· c.--~··----=-·=-·~c-· .. ··' --•·-
··--··- r,_ ... 
- -- -~- - - -- ---- - --------- -.- ---··---------···- ··--· --·-··-
. ' .. . .. . . _,,. . . . . 
· l. · Methods applying simplifying assumptions as ··to-- ... _·· 
. statical unknc,wns. : · ··"· 
. '"' - ·-. . .. ____ ··,·--· ~=~=~Ji.~~~~.~~; 
·· · ~eg~~!.,!:,_g_!~. · · :c · · 
. ( 
l. S0met.1bat less. a·ccurate. results. bµt also a·;. re-
. . 
. -~pt,cl. 8Dlount· of co~putationa.l labor cha~acterize tl,lis- group 
·~- ' ·. ... . 
,..~ 
.... -~ 
-., ; • • • "l" • J JQ it~,applicat:ion we.do away with all redunda~cy.of the 
. ., . - . . ' . ..,. .... -- '.. . .· . 
~rame. The _ forthcoming determinate structure ca11 now . be 
de~tg.-ied. - •. i.e~. its meIDbers can be selectedo 
· ··· 2 mh· 
· ••. 1 ese 
-- - '.:·.- --·-- ·- __ .,. 
:J 
procedures · are app\;Lcabie · ~P even very. 
... .·· - .. ··. •. ':'¢,_ 0 _.... : • -
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. Al~hough a ·great. number o~ such metho«lris found in · · · '-'.;; .. I ,Yi" {r. . ,•i 
:1·-. 
_11.-.··· I 
pr&'t::ti.C:e-; IJ10st:. Of -t:lieii . Ch8rac ter1stiC-ptiilCiples are similtlr; · "- : r-: 
: - .. ·-- . ·-·•· - . .. . .. . - . . , ,- . . .'.I:.;. ·, 
-- .. . . ...... .. . . . . . ==~s==· ====-···=·· ·=· ·=· ·=· =····=· .·==-=·· =·-=·--·=·-=-.-=··=··-§····=····==· .. ·.:=··.··.-~··-,=4··•.l.; ..~. ,,· \• . ·• -• •- . • . .. . . ·---~--·- .. - . . . . . . . ·e-.... C'c •. · ... ·- • -•---·•--'---C~C-.-·.c,.. - - . - , 
. --·:. -we---shall discuss·- three .-popular methods. . --:::~·· . .-:~·· ·r::.J: 
. '.!tJ 












2.2 · Approximate m·ethods:based on assU!l.}ptions ragardiug 
. _. . '\, .. -_•t 1•-.. ~-,• _ .. -" . - .. ·, ,.-_w,11zW1.s z ,••• .. :e.re·-- r -. . ,·'.91&.tts:~ 1 as,·_-,::~··_ 1~ 
·.,.r..... . ..., 
-·~ta~ic~l !l~_ntit:le! . (Ref~retlce 3) : ·:· ;•·C .· 
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!;,-·. {,__I!,. ------·--------------~---------~----------- __ •· ---------------- ~ ·~ 
1. ·. ·.· . ,· .·.· ---- .. :_·.:_ .: __ •.•.  __ ·.-_,_._·_;:'.:,·,,_:, .. :_: ___ :···.:_.:•_ .. •,_:_'-·~·;.~_·_:,.1,:·
1 
.•. :  . . . tl}e lllultistory r~!id frSlll~ is a highly redundant ~1St~c:ture. . t i 
. - •- . tts degree of indeterminacY. can be eaSily l§Olved by- considering · \\ 
"1 . \ . . ·• . • • /.:'_:··-~ ,I 
i.
·--,·.: •. --_:_-~·-~~---••.•.-.·,·_·_:}~--~---:.:0t·_·:~.·-·····_. i.-.~-.. ·. _____ .·._._i.·: .. _::.:,:··:':_;_•._ • _:_,_-_.:· . _-_i.:_::··.:.: .. · , ... -- - -•- -·- , : : ·11.··. i'1.· -·-. _-· \ - ·--·· -- 1·. . .. · . ~~- (Fig 2) . -~<.2. , ·.· ' Iii; 
. __ , . . ... __ cut~~~~~ ~-;liorJ.aont:a ~rd~~s~ > ··--=~~~~-:lem~llt~ ··.· :_ ~~t.i 
Y!/- ···acting on · the cuts must· insure continuous- action--bett1eerf--the · -=~-~-{I 
·---
::i :.._.. 
.. ~ .. 
.. - - ·,., 
. . .--:.~; •.-... _.__;-~_-; ··-- - -·: -. . · ... ~/,~::~{ 
. , -, - ., 
' -~ . ;~ 
obtaiil.ed cantiley~): ·pas~~structures·-... . __ )/·>i 
,.. & _,. i ; , . . -. );: I 
- ----= :=:~~:~1t:: 0 if>. .-s~en . thaijt the.~:·number.<.of .. redundants is •. equal- to 
.· .. ~.:.: .. ~ . ' . . 
·- ··. :: .. ·~~ --:~·-: 
-r.' , 
- . . ·, ;· 
.·~-.,...,~-- . 
-· ·----~- . , ___ .. ·- . ' -- ·:.. 
·,1.. l) ill Fig. fcontains S x 2 r;= 10 girde~s: The frame is ind8iermi· ·l:j 
. f'''~I . . . . . . . th. ·> - - . ·:_l]i_'. : : II 
··>·. f'. na.te to the 3 J:t 10 I: 30 . degreeo -- ··.·c.·.c· - - ··- - - ----------- - - -----. t,-· I ill: 8F''I 
L ~r -----~IYi.de1ttly, cl~ssiCal analytical methods =:ased on' the t' 
\•) .II j!.''. I 
-.-· . t;;; ~ -- ·---- · · - . · . -- · K . . 
... _ / 1:1:~ • principle of ,CO~Sistent · deflections ;~i!l entail the SOlUtiOll. •.. ~Jr: 
•· !i ~f 3() simultaneous ~quation~ for the ~bovtLcase. t i 
-.~- ~ r.~-·1 
· .." . ~/1. 1~1~·...:=-\1, .:1 
. t"4vtnS 1n· .l!ltnci the d1f~ict11t1es a.nd·1mpract1bui.ty of 
-
- f: 
,r. . I 
~.. I 
,;; : II 
.1:. i 
\:; I {( ·. -~ :iP\~~ng scores o~_ai~ultan~·ous .:eqt.t~~+~n~_,. __ appr~iltnij_~-~ ,~ethoda 
-- ·- ······-· 1 , 
,l'.,, j ·1 
--~ ,.. :1:. I 
i.ve been dev1.S8d wlier~by the.real strueture can be"sii,bsti.; iJ 
- 1 Ir-·-! -
· tut.ed by a simplifie~ one. Applying var;ous asswnptiori8 as .. ·" ·· •... ·· · J. 
t. ·.-·.·. . ~ ···· _, t9 redun~ts U? ~~1lS arrive ~a1 a st~~~ic:lly determinate c~s~: ~- ... -. . . J) 
~ ---- -.. ---- -- - - - -- \ __ - -- - --- --- --- -- ---- - ----------- -- ... . ii . 
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the a~tµal frBme· ~o a- statically-· det~rminate one, tdl.l enable 
.. ' . ·, - ·. . . . •. . ' .- . . . . ~- ~. . . . 
.,, . ·, 
__ .,. -r:.-·· l . . 
· ·. ··-----,is· to -find . the va.riEJ.tion_ of · be~ditlg · ~omant _·· th~qugbout t·he. _· .. · · 
;.: 
I· 
.:: -- -st~~ture,.-·a':"d, thus select member·s, ,w!thout. ltnowintf'vllrious 
se~~ion-prOper1;ies· befo~elU\nd. ·- '. 
·_ .. Two meth:ods· based on statica:1 assumption,s .are:. 
-_ ·:;_I-.~\ liorta1--metnod.o_f<frame- an•l.101~, ~9r·_ i~~er~l- -_---:~ i .. _ ·: 
. -~·-:::load., · · · · · .· "'1';,.: ·. :·· - ... · 
-~-----:---
.\i _ _-: ,a 
•'•',• ·~-4·:.:·-~·~--:·,· L 
f .. - . 
... ' - .. ·.i. : ..·cantitever.'•method of ·frame' analyals for 
lateral load·. ·. · 
J, 
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. ·-·--.• =c:.~: .. i(!ppl*~ab-li0it.;o ~lti's~C>j;}fS.§'.'~£8~1:!d;tt;LS:_"' ~·c!i:qr~f/1.l~~~;_:c±::··. :~·%.~ 
.·. . . . _:.__. . - ·- . .. . . . . ' . . . . . . . .. . -.-. ~-~-..---,-1:~~-.. ·:: 
Tn8~-po:ta1 method .makes the .. foiiOwing three assWDptions: · [] 
. :t:;'' 
-,-.. -~- ,,, . ,, __ :. :r 1 
.1. Ther~ is ... a,. binge (point of .-inflection of the.- J ·:-,1 
·---···----·-·--- ·-··-·- ... --·-· 
elastic line) at the center· of eacti gird~r. · ,,,. ..,. , 
·., 2 . 
. ·· .. There.is a. hinge·at tlie center of each column. 
·3. Inter~or columnscarry~~twice as much_ shear as 
'· .. ·,., ............ 
l - •.•• - ,,:.'. ' 
extex.-ior ones, the she~rs o~ ·_individual c·olumns · 
·;of_, a story adding up to the total v~lue of ,; . .r•·,-;.. 
·• external lateral load acting above tha_t. story"-· 
. :- . . , ·.::· ~-· - . 
·,u , 
·-· ·- -·- ---~~;-/--. ,_------~~ -- If there- are m colt.Jmna ·in a story, assumption 
' ~' 
' .:.. . . ; ~ 
per story, ~egarding ~olumn-shear rela~tons. 
--=---;: .,. ----------------· - ·._ ··-· .. ·- - -:. .. ,\·--
(Pig. ·3) .• 
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The queeftion -·a.rises as : to what is tl1e relation betwee_n -_ . 
. ·.. ·. ': :· ,· ,· -i-' .. •.: 
l 
_,,._/':°· . . . . . .. .· . . . •. . . . ' . . ·.' . . . . . . ' . . : .. . . . 
--· _:tb.~ -n~bet.-. of.J1~sumpt:ions;· ernploy~d and _tl-te degre'i~· of redWldan·-· 
. D. . • ~; • : . . . . ,· . . , ' . ' .. . . . . , . . . · ... , . . . .. : . ..· . . ... 
. . cv of t_ h. e· ori., (i-inal···.frame? . ", ·'. !;~ ....... . 
., 0 '. ··_·· 1_·. 
'" - ... ·•,. . -
~ >·- -_:: 
-·-.-;-:- - ... - - .--.: _____ ~~~ 
In·our example (Fig. l) the number of redundan.ts is 33. . ·1:,• ._ 
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will-have-columns as longitudinal el~mente·and intermediate 
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:: ·. . . . ·- . r~~f 
·. ,, i · --- -,-_ -~:~,-~,·;-~: .. ~-- AF> follows . from--
~this be~·analogy, -upon flexure maxiortlffl ·-· 
. 
·: . ,~···----·----.. -·· 
' 
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. ·- . . . 





· . · tension and compression ~1ill be observed in.·the e1-ttreme 
... ,-.· .,, . . ' ' ' : .•' . ' ... _. ' -.. . . . : ' . ' 
' 
' . . '. ·-··
-· ,- -
--. :·-er·:.), 
~. t>::·:;i"' . 
-· ··----=· C~ •.. }.);~)! 
t''!fi 
,·-,, ' .. ··.· z,- J 
- .. - ---- --- ·-· 
:- thllt straight ~tansverse sections ·:9£ ~tie· frame -will . still: b~ ... 
/;.. . . . ' . . : .·· 
. . 
-
. . .. 
. -
-· ~ straight.}!~.ter_ .. flexure"'''occu.i-s __ under __ .windload, seems a plausible 
I.·. 
"~, approximation~.· .. 
"'il'·u\ .. ; .· .:. .. // . 
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. 7undation Qf th~~ approximate methocL: based Orl BbO~(! CC)R,Side~,.~ . ·-, -·· , .. r 
/ ations regarding. the cant,ilev~r o _ At -first twos c.ondit:i.ons · f'.:i~, : 
/ ,tt~,id;· used +~' the "portal'' ~ethod. will t,e repeated. . . • . .• tx 
/ . .· .. . . --· '., . .., .. ,,. . - . . ' ' . . . . ' 
. -- '·{·-' -.. 
,--· 
· .-.... , f-.·.·r 
~. . . 
'·l." 
,· 1. - _Point of-contraflexure in girders occurs at 'midspan. __ · ··· ,,, .... -... ,., ...... ,_',r_:-.. 
. -·-·------~··--- . -






< 2. Point of contra£ lexure in columns occurs .. at~ midbei.ght. ,> c, )\=-·· ·.-
.... . . 
. . ·, ~ __ : _:__ . 
. -· 3.--·-=·The ~nial;Toau in ·columns of· a ,story varies linearly 
. as the · distance from·· the center -of :gravity of . tbe 
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".--=-c-------,--...C--,-:--a . columns of ·. that . ~tory. ---~·ee .. ,~~ • __ -~ ~. -.. 
-~----·- _,,._ ---~ _..:._ ____ . ·. ------· ·-·
- -
J . 
. ~ . -·-· ... .. f ,.'J ' 
, .. ,'. ·-·,. i~-
·, ·i':"'.: :·11 
,j,=_ I'; . I 
· This latter condition in ca~e of m columns· in a story 
rJ .again corresponds to (m-l) ·independen~.J-equat;ions. , The~efore 
· f:,"J -ttte same amount of s~pedluOus conditions result for the · , 
; ~·- -,~,-~ •... .,~ .. •-:~·- ., __  
. ' i: '.~ 
. ,, ·,t 
i------------' :, •ii __ 
-- -- . --;: '/ l 
i:/y 
. ··t·-.·~. 'l 
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·, ' •..... _ ..... ,·h .•. 
. -- -·-· .. ~- ··~ . 
. ...C.-.-C----" ·•ll ... ··· 
- ' .,. 
---~----·-· 
total~ frame as t1as experien7ed in the "portalll analyEJis • 
-:·· _···. :· ... . - ' ' . . . :, . .. . ,• . 
. ·: Hpwever ·,no, 1ncos1.stency results· .. 
. r-: . 
•'~::·_ ., . 
• \ 1,· 
- . . ~{_.-·· --:-; 
. . . . . 
c:antitever~analy-sie ···1s···:w1ae1j-_us,icfiri' ~-two~:,·forms·:-,· -- - 7 --· -·-. 
members for the frwne: -in this case··a11 columns-are 
- . ' ~i . 
. ,,_ ' ---,· --·· - . -- -·-·- . -··-----·- --· ·-- ·- •- --·- --- -------··--···· -. --· ... -- ·- -·---·-···------· .. 
. . . 
. .,... . 
···•·· .. ·· · of coiumns within a story ·1s the ·mere funct-ion of· ·.··I . 
··:· .. a •.• , ..... -- •• , the ·spacing be~_ween them .. ·. ··-· .. .._. 
' ·-··· 
·_ .~Ilse the c .g. of colum_ns within a story will be 
. ·. ·. • ' . ·. t -··-- ---·-- _, • . < • 
- . 
;, .,6 ~- ·-· -~ 
, .•. ' 
.• ·a.~fected by the cross..:'secitiohai are~, of columns. 
:~: ,,'.'_ ; ... 
--·-···- -· ···· .... (F~g o 5) •. 
,' ···. 
- ·· .:": -··'In case of tall, more pr~smatic ·frames,- cantilever 
_,._ 
fl.p~J..ysis is the more adaptable method.· . Frames·: fitting the 
al>ove requirem,ents. can be. computed by the cant~levt:%r--methp_?· 
.. .,, 
·- -• .. __ _ 
-~ .. Portal analysis will be . µsed wi~l.1 good results to 
~ f~ames ·1eas tall- and. when the shape of the frame is less. 
' . . 
.. _.... __ ... 
=='"""i:::i ---=---=-----=---=- ~~.--------,-1""1- -
- ,': ','. ': ' . 
~. :_ .'.t·_,·:·::~;·· .. 
: :;;· .. ·: ,, 
-;(·; -=:·:_;_. 
t::._ ·~ 
I}·· · ..1 
. r: ···j £< .~: .· 
.·.~ .. :·c•II . . . :'i,":'r---
:~,, - - \"'· . j'.:, 
·,, . I 
.::-·- · I 
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,-~~,·2 
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in ·i11e ·role· th~y "assign 





:columnfl. The ~,~"portal" metl1od assumes __ >tl1at · ·e:tterior columns 
. ' . . ~ ' -
- ·t-
----,~-,---,------=--==-:-=~--· 
-.~;: --_ ---· -··-·-·:~-· 
..,,_-',.c:-·=:-, 
.\' 
·.;:<~<--- carry hal.f the -shear the interior columns carry; .the canti• ... 
'\,"-.: •. -•~a- ;c,,. ,.---·,e•o~·cCC--:C:.__ - --- -'•·-C, ·---·· •· ·- - -·---·---·- ····---- • ·-···---·---··---- ---- . ---·-------··· ··--·---·-····---··· -·-· --• -- ... --·-----··-·-' _._; --------- ' . . . • • -- . •.. '': "'; ··:-·':"· 
-~-:.---_____ ---~-----=.;..=-~_-__ -- - --------.--~-----------_-_.·_-_ ~--.. ~:-.· _____ --~ . ,. - -_.-,_. ___ , 
.~ ..'.• 
..... -, 
-- ,--...,.-......:..=- - - ......::: --c"r-"-- - -~-,~~-_-~,_...,_··. __ -, ....... -- • -~·-.,- •• ~-~.---": ~ ·~-'l-~·i-.... -~-------~·~·"- . ._ .. :.:;.:: __ .,.-_~---
-1ever-method----on-=the·---other-~he.ncf-r-e-quires~:--h~1yter ·- exterior 
columns for.axia1· load-carrying. However in the view· of· -the 
ultimate b"eh$vi<>Jr of 'rthe. strttcture) when plastic hingee 
• . •• 1 
ru,.ve formed at midheig~t of columns, the 
to -\1~·- of equal\ reliability. ~ 
0. 
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l • 3.- -Bxac t _ Methods 
.. . f .• -~ 
·~· -:.·- -· . 
. \ . 
1. .~ ... Standard Slope· Deflecd.01CE,,9,uat,iOti.~ ·. 
($J.gnifica'Rce: E(IU8~ion&-are-bl\sis 0£ iterative pro• 
eed~res) · i · 
--~ 
. ,-.,:-,- ·-
\ ---- - ·-~-- , _ _,_ __ ~ Tlie-Jle~orpia,til>g:~m~thods make~u~e of the .relationshi:e ·. · ~~;(; 
-- ,.__:-:---- ~· ---- .i ----- _--__ __ --- . ---------------------- •- .. . . . . . . - __ :-"--~~~-~,~[}\ 
existing between aefoma:ttons--·-of--th~--&truc-tu.re-ant'L-the._ba,: __ ~_:_ · -- --- . -- --- i¥,t.l+ 
. Gd moments. we cah write Up equad.ons for each bar within -. --~ \r1~r 
... 
thB structure ~pressing the end moments in terms of end• · - ··-i 
. ', .f' •· ..... 
rc;,tatiotis and relative transverse displiic~lllent of the jointt · 
.. 
defining ~he membe:r-. · These equations - two for e_ach bJr _ ~ 
.. • .. ,... .. .'V(·J. -




i-k these equations are ~s follQ.Wll· 
• 21lll~.-,_·- (291 + 'lg - 3 ~ 
~'l.K . -· ~ik --i ,. 
3 
~ ~t;,}/t .. '41{ 6 · 
• iJlCik (29k -+ ~:I. - . L .,. 
,-ik 
' ,,. - ·. -
. - vf.'• 
:.·{ ·,, . '.,,. 
--~· / .. 
ltik 
···!· .. 
- - ---------- -
<W!'!~ the bar i$ no~ \~~4, :l.~t Jg~~f-1#@ "il@f~f!Jif~~:···· · ~--::,·- : 
r~~ated and displa<:ed-. ) 
·."'!.-;.-
An indetermina,te at~~µre c~ be:aolvedby writing µp 
•lope-deflection ~quations for each bar-end and applying tl:le 
- ~ . 
C • 
equilibrium-equatiOnf} of. statics. First we imagine all the 
jo:I.Jlts completely fixed and fig.d eRci moment~~,. if :i.neurinl , 
nxil:Y under the . l:lc:tiori of eltternal load.s on the bars • 
--~- -·· 
u.aloclting the joint~ (allowing t~ to roJ:~te and ~fleet) 
~'l -·----






·..,; . . 
_ .... 
:, 
. ·'-"'· /' 
' 
-· -~ 
~£~ ... -=--- ------- .. -r.::"":.J'e•-- ------ __ • .L-. ___ _ 
. ·_:_---~· :t8:1,;· . - - : .... __ ---- ._ '·_ .. _ . 
. . :,i, .J . • • • - ·.:.. .•.• 
. J{ < ·. ·•··.· .. · ... · ..• ·-· ~1: .. ·-· "'··-:: ·., ,· ) 
~;!. 
:-r'· · .. 
-(2,_~)-'" .. :~. -
_ -20 
tfle. structu?=e SSSWf!~S: its·- equilib~iq11l poti:L-tion. --lf we -find·_. 
the' deform,.ti9ns, we can also find· the . bar~end · moments .they_ 
• • <> • ~ • • • 
. ' ,; ·. -·· 
J':..·'r 
c;11u~~,. b:f·:\'th~ slop_e-d~_~l~ction_· equations~ ._ The fixed_ e~~----- __ 
- . ' \' . . "~.. : " . ' . . . ---- . . - - ' - . . . 
moments· c··orrected by· 1 the· mom~nts I caused , by the movements_ of 
. .,...,-.... '.l• .• 
. :.....,,--. 
·. > 
.. ~·· . 
. . 
:. -:~f.k =_ (tt+ 2EIC (281 + 91 • 3f,,) .• . ;, . . . " 
, .. ,,,. t·:•r_·. 
--- .,, 
. : f --~ ..... :_ ...•. __ ... 
.. 
'
-- ____ :·_ .. • .-~-,_,_._" ... + 2BK '2~--· ____ + 9 -.. 3:_,·.-i·\_- -
-- · - i i · ·- · · \ · -- -·i ·- I . . ' . . ' 
. ' .. ._ .'-
''\t,! . 
·:. -------- ·-- - - - - - ' . - :· - ; - ' - - - --~ •' . 
There a.re~·-important siffiplific·~~,-:0~1µ-J;ctng · ii:9111 




-·----·-----·· -----·-··-- ····-- .. -
-~~ry .,-or antisymmetry of ... the deflected shtt~f:. (FiJ. 7)/ ~ 
. . 
Tbe above figures demontttra~e tha~ in· ca·se · the cteflect:~d 
{111,pe disple,ys either. o~ _ the~e µnique feat\1rea1, . op;ly ~lf <>~ 
~be qe8D1 need __ be analy~ed. 
' ' 
. 
8 S • 2Eil9 
,,,,: "' . · ... ·. -. 
-- ' 
Tl.le _,-;iffn'3.ll,S .. oi an. 4.1\~_tsytmuetx-~c•ll.y d~fie.<:;~~4 ~~1'; 
'""' - ·.---- ···- -- . ·- ,' .. ··· ·•.. . ... •.- .. . ' ·.. . --· . ·- . - - . ...: 
•· -
SA • 6EK9 
. ... _~ 
J . 
lt is well t9 QOte .-r~ght' at tlt~ e>l.l~fJ~t ···tha~ . syatm~~r1.cfi -~·-
.:.\ 
i ·- • . 
Jte>ry-frames with ·concentr1:1ted wind-ldad·s applied at· J,pin~ir··· ·:;~:·-·: ·--- .· -
d~~orm in an antis}'D.JfDetrical. fashion. · 
·--:----... ---- .. :---..-- - :~ .· _., r,... . 
r - .J 
·-'-!-. 
'- . - - . ' 
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fl. • •••••• • 
-1 < I .. ·.?i"i , concentrated. wind-fore es ' ···, the i cortditions ' of' fixed end ,state .• , ..... ··. ' . . '. .. .· . . .. . . . 
· aeed·~~e modified in that,· ir, the fixed.end ~tate· we shall.• 
. . .. , •.. •, . - . . . ' ~. . . . \:\./ 
' ' ' . 
tta.v~relative displacem~nts·of tbe'stori~s_equa~·co· ' /. 
... ' ' 
'/ __ .· .. · 
'/·.:, 
_, 




. _..._ ... 
= 
' ·2 Wn hn _ .· 









The solution of a frame under wi.nd-load, ~y/applying __ -the·: 
·• . ·- . . . // . . .. ·, ' .,,. 
_/ 
fJgpe•de_flection equa~i_ons, will be diticus,,d nex~. 
,•\ 
,...,! 




'/""'' ,,:· ''' 
. ..... ""'"'' 
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'. . ·"·-- . . , ,. - /~''. -- ' . - ·- ' " Wi.nclstr.ess Analysis of a . Multistory /Frame by the Dire1p~_ . 
, ..... " ...... ,~ :-;· 
'r. •' . // - /.,,..I. 
:-·~-
. : - - :f;. / . 





The £:rame shown in Fi,i{- 8(a)·is S.ctecl upoll !>7 <;Pnt:•i\'" , 
' _// ' . ' .. . . ', 
' / .. 
-t,~~~ loafis applie~ ~~ the flo,ors. _ 




•, ' . , / ' ' . ' . ' . '·'·:~ W@ ~i:i,q ab9ut· a "~il:ted -end-st~te'J-c::harac-terizfld ... by:~----- ___ ·· _______ -~=-,-c----·-'-"'·----
-· .· ·· =------=t;\;f {;; ··· di$Pi~cem~;ts- of f i~~;; : 4 ~·.·· = f : h~ ,_ ----~ -~::.~_-" -
- ;.~- _____ -_ .... __ . __ , _____ _._ __ ...... ·--.---· -... _________________ ----- . ·_ F .. ·--~-._ . .- _ .. -
-~. /~g 110 rc>t~tion ,, of jotlltS: ---Q:i. -• .P--<~ . · ----.·-,,.,., -- ;,, " 
///: ------------ - -
,><--,i, 7,ma •f\JIJ of s~y mo~ents. in t:tle Jlt:b -.toi;y: .. cc· - ·c;; ;.; •. ,.,..----------
f;• 
,~ ........ , 
.. . i"!w .,. - . WnhQ • ,/ 
- . ··- . -· - --
-" ··4 ~tie inflexi~11-points -beil1$ a~ midheight o~ c:0~1"1ttt; ---_ -, ,,_ 
·aw H ... • 
·. XIDQ ·; '-·· 
. ' -~. ·:' ' 
______ ._ · ... ---~-=-·---:--·----.------ ------ -- ·-·- ---- ·-·- ---,-..·-- ------· ,,_ ~ - ---- - ·. ~- --:'·:.--.. : --~-- -~ _-
, , 
,I,...-. --- -· -~-- --· ---·- --~-- -- ----- -· -- -- -------·---·--- ~---- - - --
, . 




,,, f .. 
-k-r-.. . ....,. ..... a,·,o;;l.l'l-...i_t);i;.::-
r··. 
r ... 
.,-~-. ,_., _, 
. -· 
',•;... 
: • • !- '. 
··-·' 
t:f·<·-
;~) • '·- -u· , 
' ,, 
. . : 
--· -
' (2.3.) ,' 
··-' . r. 
· · ·· · ·. · -sw - · · .· · · .·. · · 
· .~e .sway .111oment ~ and the diaplaceD)ent, An 
. . . . . 
· :tjJatAd:: -. , 
··.  .. -:n .. ;;-6EKxmn f ! · 
I . 
r----------.:~=~--=~-===~a-;=~~ --.~·.------.· 
Wnhn .,.~- ·.·.·. -, 
.,_ ... en 
:-~ _., ___ ·.:..., . :, , .. : . 
,', I' 
fti : .f) ·q .. I ~~:· •• ,-... :.····_ 
•· total end· momen·t __ · 
. '. . ·. - . . .. ··· .. 
.,1 . 
- - --- -~--- ...•.. --- -----~ .--~ -- ·:-· - - --· 
- · ~ ',,;-if · + M • .~ ~-+ 2sic · ·. ~<%&' · + e . - l f 1> 
mnx mnx · mnx mn ·m n -
. ' ' 
., .. _, ___ _ 
------. ~-- --a--- -- . .. . -
,Whe;r,a f "' "relaxing . displ,~ement", 
. . ," . ,-
fixed~end ·state). 
Tb• final · displ~cenk~nt: · -
·'. . . . '~ . .._ . . , ·--~ ,, .. ;__ ~-'.- . ~~ 
.. ' .,.~ .... 
f • 
It .is then fulfilled that MT 
--,". ....... "- .,c. .. -· · ·- -- · mnx = ~~I.( n- (a9m' + en - -,., )i m . . ... ·. 1 
I • 
•• when slope deflection•equa·tions are directly applte·d to 
B. sw· · 
a frame, we deal with p and M qu..."Rtitiea instead of tbe 
.. , mnx 




Qll, "Slope ,;iElfl~c~iog equa~i..ons" 
· ..... 
,' . 
The slope deflection equatio~a~l~ncl t~ a ay~ttllq qf 
::~\~~---. ;,· 
J~t+P)·: ,:· ~ 
.l.i/t,?~/.: .. ' 




tr if:_r,~. ,.r_ I, 
· I fl\ 
by statics we have as many eqW1t~ions as we have bar-ends p:L...... ·./ . J;if?i · 
·--·----- -- •r-,:..:--=.---~ 
sian.iltaneous. equati.on~. t.:·oupled --with those equations 3ivea- · 
----- --- -·-·· .. -----~- ----- --- ·- -· ,.. '' 
;.-r·. ·left~-- . 






A ~~¥ storyI single l>Bi ¥1,i-- baa eigllf jeJ9tt,,·,tM ··.·. :_ · 
.. .. --~-- . ··' . _. .. '' - -': 'f •. . 
. ,If I/,:~,: 
.. · ,I ·.,, .·-..~ , 
.·/' :·,.' 
3:-r:i._ -.·,-
}{', ... : .. ·'
•' 
4-IJ:'t@J qf. freedo111 -(swayaJ., 24 _ b•;~_et!.4'. _ ...... ___ . __ 
'<,.J . 't: ' . ' • 
.. 
./ .. 
...... -..,.. .. -.. --.,- .... ~~ 
-; .. ~·. ·-:, ' : 
.. ?·-:·:--.. ~---:==:·' 
···•'·--:· -. ·:=:--::- _-, ------·"'"·· --·· ~· - "'··-:. -
. ... -:;., 
---'-----~·-~---) 
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. ~ . . : "'' ~.·.·_,,,_:?. •. ,,-.: 
,:_/ C .·~,:. " -,;,. r 
. . 
. <fl,. ~ •• ') . r· 
_:· ~' ·;.} 
. ~.r,:I: 
---- .... : 
... : - . ·- ···.· ·1,·.·_·.;_·:J., .. 
'~ ., ..... ·- -·~- .·:~· __ .;; ,i.J.t 
------.... J<· 
"~-- -




· Equations ·available: -~' . ·. 
... 
-- - -- ..... ·--·· . ··- --- .. -···· .. · -- . - .. -·· 
Statical -unknowns . 
.. .. (bar-end moment~) ,&(qpe deftection . ' . . ...... . I 




. Joint ~quil:tbritpD. 
,.. \.'". ---······ .. · .... ~equations· 
- •' e•·-•~ 
.-,.· __ ,,_··. 
c· 
_Displacements .· 
· (number of -•~C>r1.ea) .. -1{. 
. . .. ""--'~r--=·-·- -
.· $tf>ry shear equilibriua, 
equations . . : .. , 
---.....:.a,,Th-e-----p...--r~ i.mp~r~l\l1te att.a<;lled to·· the slop_e· deflect-loll· 
eptions is the far:t that they yield manageable r~lation11.-
between deformations and end-moments on unloaded b~ams • 
. , 
This quality mak,esthese standard eq\JS.tiona thebaaia <>.f 
~- . 
.. 
. - ·,t. 
. ~J...... . : 
moat de.formation-methods. - . ~ . . . . ... . . - ..,~· --..-----~:, _ . .:... ·- .. 
r,-· 
Their straight applicatioq ·· to ac.::t.\141 win~-s~i-,,, 
~lysis of multistory frame.s_ ~' ~~h t_oo. lab~r.ie>ua t,ltcmpr , 
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. . ., ___ -· .' 
. . 
.: . .; ... ": ...... .. 
..LJ_ ~L._~- ·- - . -~LJ-1..LL.LL....J L...LL..~~ 
.· ',. -t· 
. ·(2.3) :•24. . -·~··-~ 
--· ... --· 
. . 
· _ 2. //'.'Traverse!'~Method 
;:.·-:-./ . ·. 
/ 
.. //-:7 ·-· (Not adaptable. to multistory•.frames) . 
.... :... -----··· -·- .· 
· Tile traverse roetlto{ is· based on the relationShip 
. . - .. 
l>etw~en- the momen~-diagram··-on a. structure· and the elas~ic 
- -
line. · (The area of the (M) diagram · between two sect:lont1 -
. ~ 
--------·---···----·-- -----------------·- ·-· -- ---····------~ --·---------------·--- - ... -· 
- - ·----- ·-----
-r-~- :tgents · at A .. and B. multiplied by-, EI.) • 
. - -~----- . . . 
·--
. . . . ' . . . ---- -- fj)·. . . 
If ~ con1Jider a portion of a givetl Jl 1 diagr8111 .;,.. 
. ;:4-:':t: ::+i 
·. ;1~i'.] ~~•n p~s. A and B,- a 'triangular traverse of the corresp<>n~ing 
---------
:I.et us consider a cantilever beain (Fig; 9). ,·i · ii. 
'Jlle traversing triangle J,s <;AB_._~."---=------- __ ---~-:·=--~;jsj 
·· . ··-p represents tbe-affgl~ IJIQd;· by taDSe .. tfrtjl eQ. ,:t ~lw-~ .· .. · t1;) i 
ends of the cottSidered beam-J;1ortion, p- is equal· to the arN, .. 
of the Mf :s1-d:l1Agram between A ~nd B, The iilterse,:tion o~ 
the two'· end-tangents can be -found in the same vertical wlter, :ffjl:(:_\:! 
• . _, . ' }:~}!/~·, ,·. ', : :/1 
the center of gravity of the .11 · diagtam is located. -ctn- ---~-----~--~~---~---~-'.,t0\~--::\ 
EI . ' .. 12''~'>,:·-. 1i, 
· ,. - . -~- .z __ fit~\~.: i;j' M . ~~ 
:. case of triangular Ei diagram, the ·apex C of. the traversing f;;(;:/>/1 
·,. f ~-- :-~:.f~~~~--:;}. 
. J\~l~~-' ~ :·_/ '_ ::: 
~riangle i~ ;Lo~ated ~n the thirdpoint of ·-t~e ·"~1'14~, on t~ -·--·- _. ··------~~·2~_ > 
. -r~-·;:··.;:··.-'. 
,1c1e Qf. MA) • ·1;)fk· , ": 
' .... •• .. ' - . ~ii, 
·~· .V@!Rs ~ ~@!@•·•t)~~~~t.J~ ~fl.e~ti9~ 4\· ·~ .. .IC)W: ''--~-- _. :~~-i;L~ 
~·'. 
. '.... : ·" - 'J 
'I 
.:•.- •. _'J 
- . ' . 
-···-···--·-·· ···--- -··-· ·-·--·-· ------·---·---·-·---·-- __ ._- .. · .... ·.·~---··-----'---'-'---'---------c..--'--
,• -·----·· -· --· 
.... ~ 
. 
. .._ .. 




' \ . 
.),,..,., .... 
' .. ~.,,.,,,, ....... , 
e1aily found. 
·g ML. 
.r • 81 
. ~ 
- .. 
-25 · ·--· .· 
;. ·. . 
__ ,.., . ' 
/ 
/ 
·-, -· -~, JP .. 
-At--tbe practical app1-1caeion.- of ·tile traverse method., 
. ··- . - . . ~----- .• ·~· .. ~-.-- . . . . __ · 
w, separate the it diagram over a portion A-B into· three 
_ · distinct parts (Fig. 10): 
' ·-·--,i. 
-
l.. ·-P•rt, dia_e_ to momf!nt_- M8 ~ wt·th-.:hi.llge at pain~---; 
-·s ·.\····_· .·-· 
2.. part , due to moment Mi; ~ith hiilge at pC>int A. t:k"_c; 
3. part, due to intei-mediate loading between A and I : ··· fl;t } 
·Wbt!n.lloth A and B are---places of simple support t}ft<: :\ 





Since the analy~eJnot--y~t.--:\te_ell-~~ifforaretf,- -_:tlae--appro~.~ ~;'.'.~~~~1 
:Ji:J!H( i:.'.-: --~ '",. I· 
----·· - .M .", 
ut, sbape---ef the EI diagram is all we can foresee. Numerical If] 
If I:i: v•lues of M will be obta~ned only at the conclusion of the analysis . · Having the approcimate E~ diagram we can e•si1y 
ILi If-.] Making a sket~~ of the elastic line facilit~tes the CC)P,~ stru~tion of the traverse. 
1. l -
. I~ ·1. -t·o -be -11oted-that"Wtb~"'''e''~ru'e'"t~ijert1e•f""'(rlj'~--~i1Q) .. 
-.--,~-
- 1 - - . •• - • 
beloqg.ing to the ~otal i¥ diagrau, (Fig. lla) will be sub-
·ltfi.·'' 
.,.. ··._ ,___,_ ___ --
ati tuted by the "equivalent traversei• sketched on ·the basis (~~f?\ 
.. · M ·· - · .. t+:?:, i 
of-the three s~pai:-4_;e p•;ts q; ~11~ ff diagram. (lif: ancJ, ti4) :! .....• ------------1~?;::::_>~~{ 
-
_'.f.\,;~! ,';_/ :· ;\ )~~~t~r; '.:"~ ·_,: -J: 
__ _ . · --,, -_ II> . :1 
' ·. . . ,,: 
. ·:- ·, ') 
$ee F1..g. ll. ------·~---·-~----- ·----··- ----'--- -· -)' ·-- / 
-"t... -
-· ... ,.,-,' :;/_· . . .... ,'. p~--~~ if1 
-- -- ,., -. 'r·: 
. . ,:1::;, . ~·· ·" :•·~ '.: .. ·, ·' .· \ 
;cl 
.-,,~ ....... -- - -
' 
I '<· : :.? ;-.'- .. 
. :'. ·;-
'.·.,, .. : ., .. :;. 





. 1. - • 
-- -- ;-~ 
.. 
II\ our ~iscussion· we __ allall be· u.sl~_g the~ following 
\. . . . 
:f:Jlllp.ols: · -. 
. p · represents the -angle between elld tangents of 
-.. -- . ~ -: 
• beam·due·to the a,pplication of- a moment at 
one 'el\d with. the other end hinged. p = 2: . _., ... ·--- - - . : . ' 
u . -
.area of 'if .diagram of a span _,,11en the span '-- · 
-
.,_,_.,,..-~ 
_.. .. ' 
·- simply supporte·d~; 
neutral ... axis of a beam at -a- i,uppor·t .• 
· The "basic stiffne~s" of a member (Sb) 1@ t'll~ ~II!@~~ 
--- -- -·-- ··- -- ---- . 
. - .. ... -- '! ~- ,-• 
- ·-----'-_ ----; - -·------ -
applied_ at one. end of the member:.necessar__y_ to produce • 
__ ,,::-· 
/ 
unit p angle ,when tne other end is hin,ged. ·. ··(In ca•~ qf _ 
I \ 
varying I along . the mea1ber both ends · will hive -41tf ,,~~-
... 
P•i-llape· · w@ '111J\- -\>~@~ &J:A~P- ~q~_ ~4~• of tll• pro~••• "81ft 
• - . - • I • - ; 
iql1owing Prof. ~tewart's defigition: 
''A traverse of th~ elastic curves of -···a structurtt 
----
-.1.1 the· J) angles and p angle.s and alsP .. ~ when 
. ·q.,cessary ,·-· ~he! ~ angles". The lines of a -trav•t!! 
,-·-
-wlti~h pass· through suppo~ts are tangen~ to~~· 
@1-@@~~c curve. at ~be suppo~t•. 













.· . ...,._--".,.. 
: (2.3). 
•27 
. ro~ important properties_ of the elast~ic· curve traverse: 
~,r ... , -~~· ••.• ••~--~·~-:;,~~ ~ ~~:,........-.i:]:ll.:11116,..-..•••oJa flii.4lf_· •. ·"al&tim+r..-,·- .., · , 
. . 
1. Each p and each :II: atigle is located where- the 
. , 
-center of gravity of the if dbg"ralllis proJQctt4 
_ ~ on the elast.ic line of tlte tJtembe~ ~ 
. . . . .. 
a •.~ -Pc:hf-and each A. 1S numerically 8q~l tcr tt. =- ----: 
at:'ea Of its Ef diagram. (See also Fig. U). 
3. In any tri,angle formed by the lines of a 
·r 
trav~rse· and the unsprung axis of the beam, 
the an.glee are proportional to the··opposite 
., 
Si~I • (The tangent = the· sine • the angle 
- foi: ''smal.-1 def orot~.~~orts) • 
J:.· .. 
" ,., cl 
4. Any ~ angle multiplied· by -the appurtepant 
~. 
.beam stiffness equals the adjacent end-moment; 
__ any e,,d-iiioment divided by the st.if.fness equals 
.·,--·-·- .... 
the appurtenant ~ •angle . $ee Example 2 . 
.......... 
-··-··---· ·------ _i __ :_ ··- -- - -- - -· -··----·--·-- ···-----' -----·- ·------------- ------------·----· 
Evaluation of the traverse-method 
"•-
The traverse method is one- of ttae ''deformation~methotJ,H. 
We establisn :telat:i.onships=-Jietween geometric .. quantities__________ _ _ 
-- ------ - -~-
(traverse an·gles) and statical ones (beam end-moments). 
A vital feature-is the-constructio~ of the trave~•e, 









4Jfo1-tioas 0£ t~~Fa,truc:t11ri! ~ · Tb! a:i-av,ts~ ~~ be r~~ --~- _ . _ ~~ ~f 





·:s :;". ~ 
- ·-- ·- I 
.· .... - . '' : :_ 
. ' ' 
. ---- -·-~-··-· :··_ .. ··:· __ ·· ___ .'. .. ______ · -· .--··---· ----·----~i.,---;··--
f 
\ ' 




'eketched in most case_s_ conaideti11g the entire continuoua 
·~~cture as a succesion -of -- statically de~erminate beilm• 
•;..B w~tb.end.:.mo~ents w~en~v~r.cop.tinuity ·requires. 
(Fig. 13). i' 
- .... _________ ,_ .. -- ------- --- . ---'J.1/ -r-- --- ------ -- - - --- ------- ------------- -~-- , ___ -----
The eqlla.tions esta.b1ish~11g. correlations of. ilqle11~·,-· 
and defo~t-ions., ... similarly to the slope-deflection 
~· > .. . 
equations, furnish the final values of __ d~f-lection• -4 
roJ:ation.& along with the statical unknowns. 
,-.J -· 
llc)wever a conJiderable advantage is possessed by ~Qt 
traverse-procedure in that its basic element is the simple 
beam. The simple be~i_th one end.,mome·nt can be regardecl 
as a curvature unit and the traverse is a chain of these - .~ 
units; the analyst encounters no other ,formation. 
By virtue, of the,, prop~r~y of_ . .tb~ __ ;~averse tlult it ia 
based on the '5~ple be11m as ·basic elem~nt-,--~steurT 
- ' 
.. 
best field of application become continuous structures wit.11 
tapered members. 
The traverse-method i~ we~l adaptable to the cqp.• 
struction of influence lines of indeterminate stru~~;,w 
. . . - .. . f 
. ·' 
. - -- -- - -- . -= -
. i -· 
- ,. - ~-j"':'"' - ·. 
1 ',_,.,. •• , T 
" 
One Cir ums ......... c· -e s-t•ft~.tn· g i-n the wa•v of tbe r.onnld4;t• -_ _. C _ ~. . · _ , ~ c - . • -- ~,-.-c-- ~,;__"'!J_ -'---- , ·-·-· ~~~ ltf:·~~c'-'.Y!!:E '!!:.2C'~ ,-• •= -
' -- ,__ ,. -, -. '·- .. . . . . '-. .. . . -. - . . . .,, -~ . 
_,,.- .... I -




\ .. · .. ,,,, 
I. 
' 
····- --·· --~l 
. ' ~ / c;:ttl 




'. -of thJ. me;b~d may be tliat. it is Ul'lavoidabl• 't·hat th.a ,....--- ..£:. •• - ~ 
·· a\\ai}'St . sketch ti ;r11Verse delineating the d8flected aha~~ · 
I I,• 
However iJ;~gically ·the rules of construc.tiorf .follow, 
·. . ~ . . ,.. ,f . . .. 
requires a mature. knowledge_ of. deflecte~ struc-tures. 
41 far •s applicability--~er-mu-l~is-tory---ffflllea -i.•~ -
concerned, thf! ~esult~ng of ~·-·la~ge n•ber of simultaneou• . · 
___ !_~_ --- - --~ __ .:........_ ___ . ; ......... ;::1· • ·-
)" 
equations will be a deterrento In this respect the traver•• 
"").,i''· 
method does nq~ pr.:>ve_ favoraJ,le to the slope-cleft~c;tiog-
methocl. 
·-··--••'"···· - -· --------- ~, -
... 
As ~he ·example shown above-. demonst~~tea, two--.etory , ~ 
... 
f_rames can .st~ll be analyzed agreeably for windatr.~•••• l.>Y 
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· l ,i,: 
lifC 
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J .c_-f~ . -- -
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· -----a~~lt-- tt•ra.tive Methods · 
1 • .... Mi.zed · I-terati ve ·Method 





·-· .Hi . 
·. ~ 
. . ·Method of.: '!holding firces" 
--..... :, ... ·. • . ,.M_••~:-- . 
.~ . ' . 
(Solution i.n fo~ ""ol:·· simultaneous equations· .tn ·· . 
conjU11ct;ion.with .. ~Q,~llt distribution) . 
Th1.s metl1od ,is the · oldest and the· most illustrative 
I 
·I 
0118 applying moment'c-~di~ tribution · iii the solutio~ __ Q.( _J~ontinu,... 
ou~ 'franies with some degrees of freedomfl It involves·- t~e 
I • 
:: /-. 
COJ1Qepts of "base-st~ucture" and "compatible sway conditi.911", 
I· 
An ordi,n~ry multistory frame has as many d@&~f!e& of 
ft,edom as m~y stories it contains. -- Load$ are applied 
'' ., 
in a gene.~al case at random along 9~e exterior column; in •· 
- - •. 
special case w~nd-loads are concentrated at joi~t~ .-




' . - ,--7 ,~. :-
·- .. . - .---~--·---~--·- --·-- -··~------~----·------- =,,-,.,,c-.. ..,--, 





Jfflinst trans~ation as well as rota~ion ~· · · ·",f '·'per~-,., ... ,._, .. ~;t·· ... ,., .... , .. , 
- -- -~- .. - . . -· . 
form mo1nent distribution __ on. thi_s_ l'~tgid j~_!nte4_~--- -~--=·-:::.=ff_, .. ~ 
. . 
,~:i,ucture and get the Pent~d_t_agram, ~ ·tbrc:a,gg~ 
~~ ~11.e ~9me11~- diagram those externa1iy .. app1t,4 
' . .- . . th 
be~clig_ !C?~~fl~~-~- ~ 0 _(r_ sµb~!_ri~-~ -~i~nifi·e, __ ~~~ _: __ _ ~- --~ ~---~----
·- .... --·1.., 
l.~..:---·•,r.,._.,,I. 
' .· : 















___ ,_. ·---.-:----·.- ----. -, .. -· . 
. '" 
· .- .(2.4l. 
... ,, . . : .• -r;: •31 
fJ~c,r-le~el.) can be calcul~ted which-are 
,' - . 
- ~ - .· . ' 
.•, . 
·-- .,.~, .. ,-:· ". ·- ·-· -
· · · j,ces·sary to have for equilibrium o( hori1ont.t ' 
-- ~--·.:----
- .---· .·-, 
~~----- ._..;__;_;_____,.--'--· ---'-----·---·71;;·?:;_ ·· ·-. r 
... 
w~ bring' about a s~ay-condition of_ arbitrary . 
. , 
.•snitade ~()r each degree· of freedom. In oth41r. 
._,. 
- · wor~_s, _ ~e find· compatible. moments corre~pondiq · 
. ' 




·,,way .~oments written down to respective column-
ends, ,.,e perform moment distribution throughout · /.. .. .. . .· 
the frame with tJte _fe&\llt of M.r,. moment diagr•• ( 1, r , -n. ). --- --- --- ---- ----- ~········· --~- ------
~ 








' From these moment diagrams in 
each case we can calculate 
. . - - ,.. . .. . . . the forces Rs,r 
·1pplie!l at the jo~nts giving rise to that 
v4riation ·· of moments o <Rsr _ is the holding forc:e . 
applied at .S· wll~~ fl.o~i:--1..,v~l ~ · ·i-@ stv,n. AA r 
-- -----·-··--··-··-· -------·--·-··- ---------- ----- ----- -~-·:--·· ·- --- ·----~- --~~--- -
•rbitrary_ sway .l 
Tbe true amount of sway of each floor contribu~~t&'\ 
- -~-.cne --true momenc-diagram tiy an amount : (cim-----
•r~itrarily c:hos~n moments) 1t (a participation . 
,4ctorJ·.,-···· These fa~to·rs c~n be determined on the 










~ 1 • 
··----·-·--
----··-----:-:·-___ - __ ----~=--: 
.. -···· '. 
. . ............... _ 
- ·(2.4) 
....... 
.. -<~ i· ·: .32· ,._,-····--,.. . -"'.· 
- f 11,,mmatto~ .of external~ horizontal_ foices. (i.e. the r ·• 
·. -- . -.• ,.-:.:.:;,._,,- _;_~ -:c-, -_.;..__ - ·;;....·.· ..... -.-.·::.~- -·-· :--· 
actual influence of ea~h sway, the concentrated .. . . · · ti,J]]! i; 
Windforc~ ancr tlie-hOiding force) .. is zero •. · ~}:[n,(} 
.... .. . ~~s w~ get . silnull~eou8 1 equatt;,op11 for .. tht ftctosa '1 
·of- tlte .sways: 
' -- If i~;'(. 
· •1 au + ·~•12 +. • A· •rB-1:s: + asalll +. • ••n•in + J11 -a10 • O .11[f ;J' 
•1•21 + "2'"22 +. • .+ •r1,2; + 4sa2s +. · .+ •n•2n+ 82-120. • Q 





-----o~ltiL . + 4J"J +. • .+ ·~ + •s~s +. • .in~+ ' ~ ~ ~ ·~ 1it0'.1;:r: 
. -- -- - --------- ---- ----- --
- ' - . c- - . . - . ... - - - - i~:f ~/ .- ~?::, 
Having the •r . pa,rt;icipat;ion facH;()l"s we · 1DUltiply tli,e IC,: . Wlf {?/ ! -. 
:~\t~: 
mora,nts by •r te> get · the · ~rue moments caused bf t~~ sway_ of 
level r- alone. The. summation of the moments at various 
bar-ends clue to ali sways renders the final value of" mo•Q~ 
, 
•t the ~•t~~nd i~ qµe,~ion. 
.I 
I. 
_________ __:_ __________ -:---··--·------
Bwlation--
The main· bad feature of· this metliocl ia tliat w•· i..ve ~9° 
.1 
perform •s many moment-distributions throughout the frame A@ 
.... ~ .. 
there · are sideE1~11y~ (~_he nl..UQ])~i: e>~J f loor,li) •. · 
' .. 














~---· -------~~------ ------~----- ~· 




.E11en·_ thougb the gr(aat: number of~ simultaneous equ®.tions 
is a. deterrent,· this problem could be satiafactorily solved 
-·----·---------------------:- ------------------ -
· The · st~!light-f_orwardednees of 
an excellent 
good-basis towards ·-the. learning~, of: modern, 
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I I . 
.·· .. ·.·""1Wr!!.!~,J•· :::::...,_...._ ....... ..._. ___ ~-_ .... ___~ _______ .... ___ ... _____...... __...... ..__..,.r_~--.. -_ ................. ____ ------~ ........... ~ ... -- ..... ~---~:-.... ·:- ..,....~...._,~~__.....,._... ___ ~~---~ 
. Ji • V 
,I• • ...·::_. -
-l :.:i': 
---·- Jt~·:, 
__ -- ' ~~J.' 
'fu 
(J~•4) -: - t 
--~ 
I 
2·. -- Pure Iterative Methods----~-~- - . 
., 
(Result_ of _modern devE:!lC>pm~nt). . _t - . 
. ....... 
. - I. 
. ;-r-. 
. .. I 
a·-.4-_ . FQ~ewora. - · · 
the ·:typical multystory rig!d~fr1111e consi.eta of· two , 
. ' ... . . ~- . 
- . 
elf!lllents ~nning in .perpe.ndicular. directio,;is (Fig. 14) .•. · 
\\ 
f. _ Vertical _ col~.ns ___ J;yi.ng up space between flopJ:f, 
\ 
' ' . ' 
b. Hori~ontal-- girders connecting co:lumna • 
. . ~lOl.4@ e8l'l be classified ast 
. -
fl• .Jqitl~~~otations (Q). - $1-ltce we ••••e rigicl --- · 
--~· __________ se~~Uon...-0£-member-s-=at jein~"s-, ~1-11111r · _ ~!19~--------____ ~ ~~--~--=-- -~-~--
. ·••eting at a .. jc>int turn through the same AA&J.• It, 
I • 
(rig. 15). 




_ lfe~lecti~~ axial shortening of .gi~ders it will. 
l,ecome clear that ''all columns of a story, 11 ll!'f 
displaced the same ·amount /in. 
, , -iastic de~ormatio~s along the -o~_iginalJ .. y 
' ,.,. 
T 
~~;aight axes of._ girders 'and col\UDGS 41.t• -~ ... -, ., .. , .. ,, .. ,.,.,-,;·', ... _,.,,.,,,c •. ,,,r;:J-··~:\.-: .. ,,, .... 
" 
. ip.term1~~~~; load-. (Fig. 17). 
~ •.,. ~ 
Because of the nature of wind~lt'..ads this last cl••• 
. ' . - . ··.. "' ' -, . - . . ·. ' .-·. ·,\ .. . · ..... _.. . .. \ - . .. ,.,. •·"' ,,.. 
z_::: 
~~~?~::f' 
.Sal~~- f)l.4Y~ ~- ~p~~t-t -~oJ.e ~Q. -G1.IJ:'. C<>n~d~r-ati<:>Dil ~- ·-·--· I~-· :1 
------------~f~j-f_f:)) [-:-:Cc;-- -~- -!,, 
Rt_>:·i;: --
(,. -· ' 
. . (a.',4) 
-. t.et. 1UI ... see ·hoW' momenta. in the bar•endi ar_e related t:O -
the· ·movement·s of the frame. ·We shall consider no .intJr•_ . · 
aitt;nt loadillg; am:t--members with CO!lstant (EI). 
· .J.. . Columns of a story can -be reg~rded as . be1m1 
on elastic foundation, witt{ ends elastically 
restrained against rotation (Qn account qf the rea_trai111.I.II 
r 
effect of the rest. of -the frame). ___ (Fig. 18a). 
lf " aiU1ljze ~he coJ,:uani for the sep•rate action of 
tlafee movements (rotation of erid n, (911), rotation of encl 
• • • •• 4' • -
·- ·--·'··'.- ~ . - . . 
.. 
. n-+ ¥,~-c•- c~ ~. ·h ud-~~tat:-J;ve cl:ts.,i.~emt!nt-, ('A~, ,,•--r~ . ;c: -.::.~. ~~: 
·- n +--- l- .... - - - . - - .. -·-·· ----- --- -- -------------· ----~--~---- . --. 
. ' 
·the following results: (Fig~· 19). 
Action of en 
I\\ • 4~1 9n .. ~ .. 
~ + .. l. • 2EK9a • ·· QI\. 
- . l 
c • '!cai;ry over ·i~,~11•• • i 
~ '~ - -~-
~ + l = 4EK9n + l 
Action.of A 
:;.• 
'(J ! ~: 
. ~- · .. _ :. .. -.·-
, , .. ··.-- . 
.•. 
··-
- - -.--. __ .. -
-, . 
---~--
f: [i '. • • • :, .,, M·•:._,. 
-~ ·-·- ·:' ! . 
I···· .. J_ . ; ..... 
! ,. 
r 





,, ...... . 
.-- 1. ... 






. . ~I .. 
. --.:;, -- --.. --.------ . ... -:./ . l I . .-
. ' <·· ·. i .. :-.--t(/ ..... :··;,·': >~'~--+-. . \ 
·_. Thus-we can ~onclude tnat··-'"'eiid;.;fuoments in a column. are· . - . . . .. - . . . ,·· ~"!.'.: ". . : . . ·, 
--· . 1~?·_ .... ll ·. 'f/ - • 
i. !, " • '" -: . ~ I : • • 
induced- by--.rot-t:l~r{s bf .. {ts ends a.s ··;0ell as by tl1e relative 
.• . 
. ,"'. • '" l) . ·t . 
. .• , . . 
. ~ - .• t) 
. ~ranslati~n. ~f' !~ i~"El 'en.ds ).. perpendi~ular-,:· to .. the .. col~n. axis • 
· · · .. :. :;~- t>~<·:r:/ · · · · ·· - ·· · · · · · 
. . . i·\ .. .. -· 
2._ Girde~s\:jcan be. regarded as be.i's· ~11th ends elasti-, a !1Flllf'W'IIA41:1:. . 
. . . ;;, 
..., '·, ;, .. ~/ (..:, .. 
LJ" ,._ 
. _. UJ)OD. the- -Ac tio~_\ ~of ,, 91: . 










..... " .. '_; ::: ,,;,..,... 
------=------.• ~ 
-· -- -- - --- - ..... _...., ·-'.: - '. . .. •. . 
·,-~.-·i-·. 
-·- ,·'·""7''"''·'.•' . .s.. ,._, _. -
·_ .' -: --~:-(- - .f. ~ - . ~ '. ' ~' - - • - ' 
'thus it -1~ .... J:J.een that end mosnents ~n, • gi1:~r ·a;, ca~,,4 · 
--- ····-·-·---------
. 
.. by rota;ions of its ends. ,;aking into account no axial 
•horten_~~g o'f col~~s, ~irders w:ll_l not be subjectefl ~9 
lateral sway in th.e ordinary ti'er building 4 
~tf,!r· discuss.ing relations of end-moments 4'94 def~-.--- · 
------· .... 
mations within the scope of a single member, let'. us formulate 
"_...-.... 
. ·; ~-~ _( .. 
. f: ... C 
ff:_ '',' 
f·-~ _', ~-_.) .. ·. 






"i . il.L::::==-:: th~ ru~es gove~ing ,,the analysis:·of-multistory frames. (Tbta. _·· r:,-;~_j 
following principles will be extremely Usef\ll at tll, .i ff '1 
"{. -
_ _t~-atment Of .iter-&ti~~~dU-7!~Ae&c., __ r,L __ .=· _~====_= _______ =_=e'_ ~=_=t.==:a ____ ~_.-_-__ .-=-=. __= ___ ,_=_ •... ~._-~--~~-~--~-}..;;...,~,"-'c·f . 
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I . 
·l. en.ts at any Jount equals_ 
. .. ·: •.. ---··-·-•.· ,-····· 
··• :2 •. ·-The-summation ·of w~ti.~_.;f_orcgs· above ·a story equals· 
the Stoey s~;;r. _: (F_vn .. ~n)~ See FiJ!/2~. , ,: 
. . ~ . 
= 0 • o • o· o o o· • ct o • o • e o • o • o. o • • o • o • • • · o • o • • • • -• • • • 
··::Vsx+ V5y+ V5z .= W5 =_ H5+· JJ6+ B7+ 8a 
· (Zv5: st~ry. sh:ear ·in 5th story)· •. : 
aet•tton-~of· shears and mome.nts.: 
~,.:.~-- ;, , ...... ----• .. _. . --·· .. , . ··. . ·' ...; . . . . . (See. Fig. -22) •· 
••••• 
. 






- ' ~'1' •Zt\nn +Zl\un .. -I: Vnl\i = - Wnl\,. f • • • • • • • • • ,(3) 
. . -~ . . . 
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I, • --
· ; ··<· ·.,s_ -.'T-·- " ..:sto __ ry. _ moment· "---o __ f __ ··_, .. ,.t_h_,,·_:e· ___ --__ th ·· · · · ·. · · · ·· ·· !:n - P. -~~- ~f~t9!.Y)~!.--:....::--~-~-------~_:--~-. • --. 
. -·---···-.··· .... ·-· .. " -~---- --
·- .. 
1. ·--·1--All bar e~4~t meeting at·· a- joint rot·a:t·e th~oµp, 
. . ·~ . A(\ --- .·· - . . . . . . , .. ., 
the sa.me·angle. , e1 == constant •.. 
Wl~hin one story each column,ie; lat~r-.1i1· 
displaced by the -•am~ amoun~_!_ Aa.·· • c·c,n,t~~~' .. , .. 
... • 23 
~-. Stae Fig • . _ • 
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---=---· ----~2.x . ..· 2y (S.) 
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~(2.4). .,,·,,,· <r:"·":····-' ····- .. · -38 
. . 
other movemel)t ln t~ re~t .of the structure. is permitted._ 
-- ---
- upon the application· of an external. couple . at the joint 
bar-efids wilt" develop' a. resisting -mo,ment ·proportion~! to· the~" 
-· .. 
·--·.·· .... -· .. - . :~·-~--- ·-·-. -··- _____ ,. .. --, ---· , .... ·-··· . 
-
·.- . . 
rotat'iorr· anf;l _t~e individual stiffnesses, Ko 
. .. 
~. 
-Shears and ·. iatera~·· --d~:![g~-~~-~~nt-··11f--a-~s·tory·---~~---·r'el1it-~d-;-- ·•· --------··----·· 
• ~ 1-
Whflll no other movement in the rest of the structure is 
-permitted., ... upon_ the application of external shear at . the . rt 
\'i' 
·atory.~ ...... ,to'lumns. will .de~elop resisting shear forces proportional.· 
to the displacement 
K -
ties ........ -
of the story ~4 the individual rigidi-
~-~---v--- -·-- ----------,- ·------ ·--~~-~-c--:-
two ofteo.-uaed terms: If 
' :·1-. 
__ , 
Under "fixed end moment'' ,J, w• l.1&\1.81.,ly m~a,11 ~~t m()fllent . __ ::., ,; _ 
reaultlng from th.e total restraint on the end section re·- ··· -
garding rotation. The end-moments induced in columns of 
tllfl~ s~ory experiencing solely l1iteral-afsplacem~n·t (swa,.y) 
4re called "sway-moments", 14sw. . .... ,.,,,, .... .,,.,,.,., 
Tlle al>ove principles ._con.~~itq~e the backbone. of 
. ' 
~terative .methods for t:he corap11~•tt..on ·oi· windstrf!&Se@. ~-
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(Successiv~. ,@pproximation. Applicable to tall ~rames). · 
.. .. . 
... ., .... 
--
......... ---- ·-~::--=-.-··· 
,j •. 
tf- the correct bar end moments have been found in a 
'.--•.• I fff,\.-~··\•,'.: \ ,'. 
f:?~:\/\ 
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_., ___ .. 
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The method of successive shear corrections is an ~;~!v;;;={1'. 
it•rative procedure whereby we first satisfy (2 .. 4.2) Eq. 2, ~i •• 1i1 




. . ··:-:-... -.---~ .. - ---
. We can start with assuming no .rotation o~ joirit·s. All 
columns of a story will get displa_ced the same amount' by 
the horizontal,windload.acting •hove the story and the ~hear 
f~rce in ind~vidual col:umns.of a story will be proportional 
K to th_e_i,r ~ va!ues. (W!~ll Jdentical colW,lln•heights withill 
a s~tbry the shear force .induced in a column will be · pro-
portional to K alon.t ! ) Having tl1us distributed the story : 
. ,: 
·, 
,Q shear we have unbaieinced 111oments at the joints of t~e -fram@· 
due to the ij~at~ If~ tl4~ p~Qµgll,~ abp~~ l>y kt!,capi~ · .joJ.9~@ 
-F - ' • • • 
' •• ·.s.,·. · ... .,-




- ' ~l/?; 
froaf rotating. 
...... -··---~~--· ,----~~~···c;~ lf \.f: 
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. . --- - ·- -:--____ ...;.___ .. - .. - - . - -
,Row w~ uunlock" the joints_ and al.1,qw them to rotate. 
~ . . . 
Thus the balancing, moments ~-~- each joint will be distributed 
between bar-ends propor~ional.ly t._9 tl!eir flexura~ stiffness,, _-_ 
.. (l). ' 
· ____ . ' .. --~-------
.. -
·.IY doing_ so, cond1-tiOJ1 2 (Lo£ exterr.al load eE'~columa 
/ .. - ---- ·--· ...... -· -·--··-- - ·-· ·-· - .. ---"" -----
- ;.__ .. - -----·· :------~-~~-- ---- -··--- - ---~·------ - // -
shears), ... }is ... ':.t~own up. rp6 re-establish· ~bove condition, we 
. I ... n. .' 
. . . 
.:_,., ~ 
have to bring in moments to the column-ends (these column-end II ... ,, 
I . • 
m~ents are propo~1tlonal co th~ shearing force caused by ·them !). · 
I I 
/ 
. ' I 
Once.more co.nditton l is satisfied While condition 2 is upset 




The computational work is greatiy-re~c•d if we aaatp 
. . .... - . ·-. . . ,:, . 
.. 
I_ 
, V" ~ ~ ~-·-.- ·---~.----· ~ - . 
1i-b.i.trSJ:y valu~s: of r.otatiori to the joints, tendi~g to-rel-ax- - -----
~h~m, while stories are dis5>~~ced. (T?,iS---way-we---guess at a 
. . 
solution of the problem then proceed to revise this guess;_ 
this f ea~ure of any .. analysis is tilOSt desirable by v:lr.tue o~ 
its rc.,le in eliminating errors and hastening convergence). 
Conveniently we can-- assign the same amount of .~?~-~tion __ to __ 
·~- ,... ... ·..--·>··5-fl .. /:· ., • .-.... 
find those column-end moments generated ~Y thearbitraf1 
rotation of joi11ts since subsequently column;.moment~·--wili 
.. 
be adj~ .. ~@4 @llYW4Y ~.o f:lqµal ~he_ story-inomen~ .-·a·--~---
.,I_ 
·-----··--· -·-·-· ··--· ---·-- ------- ·-. ----. --·--
- · ... -. ~ :-
I ~~~~~~--~7~~-~LJ~L_~~~'...J~L.l~-W~.-~J~t-L_~~---~-~~-~~~-~··~---~~~~~~~~~··~--~!-~~~~~,!!~:!!!!i~!· [i ' ;_• :l~'~f i ----- ~--- ~'-'~. __ '.:::" -
t.' - --- - -- · - r .:,f · -· · 
r~. .._ ... ~----.. -· . -- r ~-~~j-~ 
f . . . . . f'<·~l: 
r- . . [; . if·- :-;:1: 
t -l:: '.='1~r ! .. · ..· 1.~j 
t .·· f, .•. ~111:~ 
r:.· f "\1 l 
r _, ii' :1· -. 
(2.4_) 
.'-" ... -··- - --·. -· . ·. 
· .... 
.. -·- ....... 
.. ···- ··--- ----· - -----·-.. ------. . . 
Some· u11:i9l1~- considerations need _ be given. to the first · · 
,.,,.,· 
story•. .:-· -
.-··· .. ·.,,- ; ~ . ·_ :~ . ___ _;. --( . ·--'" .. , J·. ··1,i_ ·: F ··•····· ····· . Jt~f The proced~re can best be foll~ed through a·numerlcal · 
,-··· ... r < . . . --- .. ······ ........ ·. ..  . . :--- . . . . . . . .. . 
~······ ·.. •. .. .. _ . :.= ~··~ ,pmp1..e. - see Exatllple 4 ~ · · · < c: 
~; ! • • • • • • i : ,-~: l _ . . . ; ; ·. . & ' : 
t . lL\i'.' Evaluation·_ ··· 
k ·_ . -~---- . . ····-····-· [ ::f i 'l'h~ \11~£boa was satisfactorily applied t~ thf 2o-story ·. · ; ,; 
l . )t~~ . ': . . . . . . . . . . .·._ -·' . . . ----~;/ } 
f · l,'r~ · W~lson-Maney bento It-s. self---!mproving·iea.tu~e ,(sµ~ce~sive ... ::_ 
r . .. ..... L} co,:rections !) iS a positi.ve factor . . It. renders good . . . ·· ... 
. l • I.e .. 
• . r";:i\7 . , . . . • . . [ . tJl . _ rttsUJ.£8 i.n_ ca.sEu>nly a. 10~er ·. p:-orti()n .of the. structure ·.need.···- _· . __ · .... 
r ... __ . - ... - .... r::c:-~1{ . . 
i the str~cture 
f ! -.:· :'I; . . -
f i~- .. III four s~orie~ without' complication, with Qnly .. ,smau_error.) 
··-------·····--
.• 
~~,:~ _,, : _;_;~. ,:'. . 1---~ ~-~-~~~~e~~~~e~. ~·-- _ 
t --- , ( · J 
f'~ ... · ... : ~ _· . ·.·. : .. ,._ r=· f 
t ·.· l ·:; I ···.· .... ·.lt:.·,:if 
r-· .- _- __ -- -- :· -·_={ 
• . 'I i, ~~ •·., . ; -,. .!,I:. 
~ . . \ ~ 
. \ ~ r f1: , I. 
[--~ - -- < =1:1 
t . ; . . . i J 
~~ --------·--r'!,'l!J. . , - ·--~------1 -·- ·( l: .·" . -~:-~:--_:·:T [ . . f: :if 
-.m=--- _. 








gQOd girder fixed-end-mom~nt assumptions· are neede_d; it is 
seldom" easy to guess a~ such values Cl . 
~-
. - - --------· - - - -~. . ... -------·-· ··--- .. -'. ------ -· ---- · . ..:..... . __ ...:.___~- . .:...'· ---~~~-- - . :· -···- -, ----·- _. - --- - .. --· ---·--··---·--··-· -· ·. . ----- -· - - . -- -·-·----- -----·--·---- -~------·-~--·----------A particularly -batt ·£ea.tut~ ls .. the_: fa~t tb11.t_ tnOIDepts~Q :~/_.:·.~-:,··· -~--" ·::~~--:- ,,·" ":\:). 
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· . _ _ __ ·o£-tl1e-~fira~=:atory~thro1t..UP= --'the--_--smooth-convergence~-we-~- _____ __:________ -_ ---~----~---~:-Ji~_:.z} 
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.. .... ·aeetl,ltn&l.Y.·~Vfl in above stories even af~er. one- 9is~ribu-t~iQn. ,>·-, 
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·-(2.4) ·. . "': .. _. ... -·- -·.-=-=- .- r---· _.,-, .. _ 
·42 -
··"" 
2ec· "4>cii£;e,d Di!.tri_~A_ion ~nd ~rJ:X-,QVe~ Factof~,' · 
, • • • i • • •• , ~ . 
- • • • • • • • I 
~eference 1~) .. , . . . . . :;: . . ff ij 
. (Modt~i~d moment-distribution •. Applicable_ ·-t~ ·sym.~~-- "- .. ~:~~---·-'·--,---·:· -·-'·-~-----··-··::}?l:\<7~ 
.. metr~cal· and unsymmetrical fr1Jt11l'es with· continuous . .'.\·.:?L:} 
' ·columns and 'girders) . ' ' --·~ ' . -· _- . ' 
-- ' : trr;:;:~\iJi 
________ -· ----- ---- ________ . ___ .-:.-;··:.__~~->·· ... ,.r,11 Ordinary ·moment:d:t~~:ribution ste;rts with !.'f1xing" all ·· · 
-
. }.;:f. : .. joints and computing "fixed-·end moments••. -subsequently, · -. · --
. 
. . -· ~-
we release the. joints, thus -~llo~1ing them to rotate unt-il 
all 'the previouslycomput~~ restraining moments are balancet;J 
out, bringing about equilib,rium-condition at the-.,Joints. 
' . '.\:,· ''J/. ~ : :- . '.:/ 
:/\',:}·\ >-~':.-' . 
. - . ·;;S"s'.; 
?Jft:~ .. ~~:: :~: (f!',:,· ;/: 
tr<-- :~ : . i:: 
-----~~----,-----;------:~.'.;~c-,.,,.-:::::;::· .' -.~,(1!lf. 
- ---- - ---fZ~M/• 0). The distribution-of unbalanced moment is carried ' . . ' ' . . 
. 
. . . . . ;~~)/~~:'.:"::t~' 
- ______ .... ~ts:::~~~ .. -... ,~~. 
----. · .......... ,::..:::::.y_, •... :::.,.·,:.' 
--"..~~.:."·,,:-::~.-:.\r.;:t out so tha~ ~ imagine one end of a . bar rotating_ into its ··· If::} 
:~~~-~~~:~~to~~~~ _· --·--=-=--~=~~)· 
?fit\ ! 
the fixed _e~~s- _T~e -~UID-0~ ~~e~: ~ar~·oveJ:' fllOtll(![l~~ -~~- 4 - ---··- . . - < ' 1r· 
joint tends to ;otat~ it; the previouli balancing· operatio~ · ft!~r:?~<j 
·' 
-- • .. must be rep~~ted in order to re-establish equilibrium. Thia 
iteration procedure secure~. convergence as· final equtl:lbri• .. 
,f' position for the whole frame.(fof ~ach Joint in 1~) is-•p~ 
.. ----~~-:.~------ . 
--=---- .--------_ --=---- ... ·-:.:::. -------·- ·:::--·· . - --. - ---· -·- ---- . 
_.: P:.t~\:::~ _-=.:';. - i 
1?/;::~:-:--- \I 
!/{;;~:~<~~-·. ____ ' ~> 
~:.?.. T:-_.:t~ ~ ·.\ \ ~ c : 
is 1.,lso i,nvolved, ·a double Cfcle ~f
1
'operatioris·· has to be 
. 
car~ied out • . Moment-, as ~~-!~ __ as she4~ distribution will 
. • . , ... - - ' •. · .'< 
. ' --- . ·. ·- _: •. ·.: - --.·~ ' . 
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Foi moment distributio,f ~--· distribute the. UftbalanC:8d _ f ;i{J( 
::::g •:t4 t!:::i::c::d:::s::o:~e ·::::f::::::n::s:h:s:::u• -1i1!t 
.. - . ---·· - - ····- ---··-~------- i} ... \r,;:·:- -.. 
deftne-cr-1.n ord:t~ary moment <;r:1:~1;r~iliiition · i~ · the l'!loment ,-~ · ·· - · · · -· · 11:' 
required to turn the end of the bar through 8Q angle of lmil;;j' . · .. j~i,., 
--- -· --- -·· - -- ---- --···----;--·-·-·-····- ,_ ______ ,.___ ___ -----------..::----.- -- -_ I\~) 
while the Qther end-· is fixed. it"·i;, 1 
C ~ 
• I 
s • 4BI/L - • 4BK 
' ... _ 
The coneeponcling carry-over factor C • t 'lit 
-
Sometimes we also use ~he stitf.n~ss of a bar wltich ll 
-p1.nnea-at-1:ne··nr encr···rnste~a:·of· being fixed~ (1'' )., ·----····--·----{:lJ..~~;;:~-
s~· D JEI ~- 3BK 
L 
l . •• EJbrtoualy 1:~·- cortejlponding carry over factgr,--c~--.--u-----
. ' 
ror shear-dit1tributi.on, we adjust column-moments: wi~ht..Q 
each story so that their sum divided by the story b~ight 
renders the total /-etory shear. The shear distribut~on- ---
factor for columns of a .. story of constant height is pro~ 
portional to the moment of inertia of the column. 
The question may arise wheth~r such an analysis couid 
- . ' 
be performed where the m9ment distrib~tion process (unlocking· 






deflection ~f the bar-ends· meeting at the joint o Clearly ~11.e. . __ 't~:;0 
tWQ•op·QD~Fq8~l,~lt·~~~.A11dc,alwm1!dia~ihut;t.oA_~~~-';~ 
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would appear combin.ecl, aljcl aw••~·_ •v*ilJ la ,tt• . of Q~• 
~ation, miiht _.result. -
The above ;principle is fo1lowed in · the procll'dure know 
a, the method of -modified distribu~ion- and ct1~ry-ovei:. 
----- -
.. . --
factors. The method makes use of the translational and 
rot,a~ional r.•ais~nce ,of the res.e- 1 of the fr~e as applied 
to the bar ·or - joi~t, under investigation. The ade>pted 
notation was int·ro,duced by Lundqu 1st. 
Rotational. stiffness of. a bar 
.. --· . . - ·- ·- - - ·- -. ··;.,_.,,,... - - . -- -- - - . 
- -·-
condition.at near end Condition at far end 
/ 
.. 
- - ... ~. •. '• --· 
, .. •• . Ct>.rres~on4111g ·-
Rotational --With With With I ro.tational 
stiffne11s. -respect respe-ct respect- carry-·over - ---
• .. factor to trans- to to t,:ans-
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- -s elaati- fixed fixe4 C 
c•lly --
restrained 
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c•ily : 
'• 
~estraine4 .. ~ 
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a, definition~ -~otational: stiffness of a .bar is that · 
-
. ----·-·· .~---.. -- -·-- ---
--~-....,-· 
value. of .moment ··applied at i-ts '~~&;-· end which brings abqut. 
-
ag_ •ris!~~~ban~-- of uni_~o.L.~,the~.sama--end -of the bar. --- --1~.- --- --.----~ 
typical· Ulli_t is i~ .. lb . ./radian.· 
• ·, --j • -
.-
·-. ·--- - -· _______ ..,.. ________________ .··------···· -. --· ---
- -··--·· -·-. --· . 
~•nslational_stiffness of a bar 
·! • 
Condition at Near End 
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By- definiti.on trantJla~ional stiffne,s· of • bar is ~--tlu,lt 




V;., • :::.. , , 
1 
~ . 
(2 •. 4) ...•. , 
•46 
the t:wo ends. Its .typical~untt· 'i·s lb./in. 
. ., ' ~ 
-· ......... . 
- . . . 
J As: ·11e shall see later on, D- the~-translatiorial carry- . 
over f1ctor: is th~ rlltio of ·· the moment induced in a column . 
to the moment applied in another parallel colwnn which 
_______ ...:. _______ .! .. -- -·--·- ---------------·----.--····'--·~-~--- - ·- .... : ..... _________ . -·· .. . . . .•, .. · -. ~ ._ .· --"- --- ...... ·- - .. 
' . •.• ------- --- - --- --
impar--ts-sway--~-'to--i~o-~~~-· ---, ~- ----
While.Sand T val~ee depend 011 the geOIDetry8l\d 
.. -• ! - . 
support ~on:~itiona of the memb~rs, constants representiq 
the magn1..tude :·'~ restraint on the memb·era are s and t. 
- . - ., 
·.·. cc~ia the_. rotational spri~·constant-"~Jl;.;~J _____ ---........ . ........ , 
. . 
' . . lb ! is the translational spring-cc,nstant · ( Ii l-
on the end of a bar. <'' 
-It is t~-~e.borne in mincl t~t: 9~.~171~1 4P.-11g't: ~e111idff 
ut.111 load11 • \........ . ,. ..... 
..;..'lf' 
"'""' --~ .... __ . 
Derivation of S · . 
If the translational re11traintng ,a~fect· of the otl.1.e; 
. . .. ~. 
columns of a 11tory is represented by a- translatio_?~l spriQg 
' - -·-- -- ·- - -- . ..~ ' , .. 
wi~h a spring~constan.t tat the i end of column i-k, fixe4 
·. . .. - -
at -the base k the rotational stiffness factor will be fouo4 
-
e4aily by ~pplyi11g_ the.- standard EJl<>pe~d,flectipn formula•~ 
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r. 
·:,· .· .· 
,.__;.,__ .. ,-'·----
I: ·._ ;: ; . . , . ; 
~
' 
>r, •• , • 
:: , .. 
,. 
'_, _-_. -,t'~-. 
. ---... ; 
·c·-_..' .. __ ' 
•••• I 
,-
----.. ~=-------r-J.d-1..L~'---------- -------w5.J 
·(2~4) 





a _·-Mi+ Hit 
tL2 
'!"' - . -
"1, __ • 2EK (291 + 0. •. 3~ ). "' 2 'K (2 • 3f l 
- Ji;-.: 2EK .(o-t _e
1
~ 3~-i .. 2:~\c1 - -3f->~ .. -.. ______ -___ -_---._._·-----'--'--· 
·-we recognize that Mt m So It is desired to find au 
-S, in terms of. to 
-
Evidently!\ and ~i 
are merely · reactitJns -on the __ be~ upon the· application of· 
i" 
. I 
From~the.above four conditions and five factors 
! \ ' - . -··· [I 
,.. H B.·· --.,:1 
'"i' "."lt' . -i-' ·.···· .. 
We gElt 
i • 
. l /, 




. M + v._ ·-
• 6BK 1 -- ·~ 
. -·. --- .. tL2----
6EK t't.F) +4EK .. 2. 
________ ....., ________ ~I,--·· 
(l + 
6EK 
( 12EK t 4tL ~ ) • 
12EK + tL 2 -·- . 
,.. 
'f • 12BK 
-•:• 2J frc,m sway of rotationally fixed · b~~ •. J.--, 
lnt~o~~t..~ t11e[ ... "trmislational distrillution fact9;" ~ :; 
.......... , .... , 
j •• •IOI 
,, ~- ' 
t+T 
Then 








_,; . - .. 
·r';.·:... 
-;'.• _c ~-:' •• ;_•- .:: .. -~ ·.',' 
.;i;:·;;:~_.;;:•:•::~~ 
- ,.,,. 




;f fi !l 
···a,r;fq: 
·;'..':-:-·'{I·, 
. . ... -.. c:'·-_-r.;~t' 
i 
-,.1:. 






11 ~ •... "",. 
~. 
I' .· ... : " ~ ...... ,4 ..... -:•r .- - ... 
. , r 
' L. __ .. 
L I :· -
r-
.~·· .. ,:·~ 
.,, .. , 
:.. .-... 
Similarly we dreive · · 
-·-
.·~ Cl cs- 3:r ~- _l M~ .·•· = J,: + l i 1 
' -.,, iiartvatioii of s ' -----·. (Fig._· 25).· .·. 
Th• ,-Qbjecti~~;·;-·· 
. :... .... ,,,./ 
- :rc-1 




-------- .. -II. 
=· s causing· &1 · .. -~-:1·--
We 1¢l.1 solve the problem· in two .-steps: ... ,, -
-•48 
:·--·:. .. --: _,_ 
1. Fill: joint.!. tcampor~.ily and rotat,-!. tlit'ough Qi • 1 . 
. -
ra4. ·.:The mom~nt nec~ssary for attaining this is s. 
I, .4\l.011 !. to rotate_ into its ~quilibrium-posi~ion, 
qaeanwhile maintaining 01 == l at !, ~eetraining· it 
against·rotationo After carrying ov~f. from !_·we 
$hall have the total -S 11 at !o It will be recognized_ 
that the carry-over factor fro~·-!. ·to !.- in the · second 
4ppl.yin1 ~b.e:, p~'iJ.Jc.:i.pl,, gf m~@!\~ 4i.@.i~-t~il9R· 
Pig. 27): 
.... 




_,, 0 C. :;:a ; . 
" 
Thll ~,;~slational _ caJ:ry over f-:&~-tor, I>. 
Let-us consider the case of a two-iegged l>e~~, ~'4! 
"f· :···· .,.:,: ,f' 1~·.::,""i . ..._.' 
co11.11D1ls exert translational --rest;raint on. caacli..~.t~~r, A, -*" 
• • •• -s• •• ,-·-·---~--·---····· .... -~-~~---------------------·o,-·- '---· ---- ·-
---·,h-.;/,-· ____ ,,. 
. - ·--- ..-,.......__~ 










', :·. ,.'.':"'·. :- . -· 
,. .. 
~..:.-·· 
.•. ·:- •":' 
~ ~·-~ ::. (> 
·---·- =.~ ....... 
.\ 
(2-~4) •49 
'matter of . fact, . the translational restraint on end b of 
. 
coJ.utrin ~!b · is tll~ .tianslational_ .stiffness of column ed. 
. ,,..,..· 
(See Fig. 28)" 
-~:;::__- _____ : ______ -·1 - ·- ·-·- ·--------. ·c.:..------ ·---·---- ---- ---· -- -- - -- ------ - -- -- --- -- --·---.----~---'--·--'--
.(1) -- -J!ippljing ·latetal-- sway and· fiolding .. :·botb·.~.b and c. 
. .. . ......... ,---···. . .. - . -
__ , .. ' - . .. _: 
.;.~i against rotation we lftii.lg ·. about the ''fixed end · 
: .. . ,...:-.. - . 
--- -------~----.--··--· - _---------
.··. ·.·_.stat~". 
::{a-l·- .. Now---~1e relax jo.int~b white··still keeping_c_ 
- . . . . . . ..-. . 
~ro- ro~ating-~ The balancing D,)Oment !\a, · 
-·----.,:.. , 
' . 
· .... (J'ig. ·· 29) at end b- of column ab t-1ill induce 
- . . . - -· ' ... 
,; 
. ~· .. 
. ·qaoments in c·olumn ed. This carry.;.over moment 
c;an· be _computed from the. C01'_~ideration that 
1:1\i~spring-force" ~ due to 1·21, w11ra1so~ act-. - ·.· .· -. :: . · ... 
C • " • • • • /;) ~ • ' • • ' 
9ti:- qollllDn c~ causing .inom~nts .ttcd a Mdc. ~ell. 
--·....: 
·, 
0~ ·end b of'column ab woulq be composed of the translational 
.... ·· '• -
stiffnesaes-.. of--~all the other columns o . I .-e o , the reaction B. 
woµld l>e· divided among columns in proport~on to their 
-
---~~-----·· 
,. ,r:~- ----:-:-·--~-- --=---=··---.· ----.-~ .. --- - -- : 
stif fness€!s (K) • · 




·· t . /-::!~ 
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'{ ...... . 
f ' • ' - l ,-·- •• ·- -:· < 
..--· 
-~,: .... ·· ... 
.-s . -_·-····---
(2.4) ,:. 
·:/;/. ?/~: :·\~- :/ 
: <~)~~-~\--~~:1:-~~~~~:'1/ 
.,'_ "·'" ,.· 
--- . l ···- ·-·..-·----~··"'··i. ....... 
.. -~·. 
(i:? ,,) __ \/;(,:'·.·i··· 
·.·_,,._:' ;11 
. /!-::~. ---·~-~~:-~~~<·:f 
. }:,i?.:/;);ji 
. ' The method.· is· applied. to. ·analysis in· two ·different forms·· ~ . 
. .. ~-? -~:·_:s~~:-~ ;'- ~::,,i: ·. 
. :t}\.>·c:/ ·.{ •· "Cantilever-analysis",.i.n c~se of a structure 
. .. .. . ' J:f' . l 
b. !~a~:~~~~~~tt~ -~--~ 
.~ \ ---~---------·-····-··- . ·- - ---. r··- ·. ~ ~------~·;:c.,,..-~·--=-"'~~-)}~~:.\·(~-.1\r .r· 
anci win_d ~pplied at the joints does not . ea.use. anti• 
. . ~ 
~j~etrlcal· deflected ~s~pe·; or the wind load ·is: 
.. gt. applied· a~ Jo.i.n~s on a s~etrical st~ctu,.,, · 
or both. 
a. C•t:Ll,ver Analyaia1, 
Th~ _frllllle shown in··r~g. 7 i., a. •,._~~ric:Jl.,. Ji~~~·"''' 
bent; the stiffnesse~ o~ column" and beam are Kc an4 Kb 
respectivelyo Horizontal windload applied at b cause, 
·- ·-··-
antisymmetrical deflected snape and sway moments~ 
, • '< • - ., ... - '{ -· 
it~Ii;tr~i••:!; 
. '· 












. • C 
If-column ab is regarded as a b•r elatticatiy re•t~-~n•4· 
.. .. . - . .. _· . . 
against transla~_ion > the. ~pring constant, .E. on l> . w~it _ l)e •q-.1 
to T, the translatioC4al sc:tifn,sJ.<>f b~~ ed. 
Por SV1111nAt....u-
·1~~ ~-- ~., 
·-·· 
' . -
T l . . ... T+T Z 
-- - ---- --~---_ -- ~-.;..,,.!'"~ .-. ·-- --·-·. --·,- ·--- -·-- - -
,;...; .'• • rT, --·--- --------
i . . .. • 1nt - (3'C + 1) • 





- -.---·- - -.: -=--:,---,~ ---:=..:..~ --_-
:., _· 
~t:::: .· r:· 
, rt~~fi 
.~ :,[(/" li 
. . -.. -.. · 1~rn1 





.. , . ...,. 
-
-
(2.4) - ··t-,., ' . -···-··· ". ·C.'1 '-·--1. •.... 
-
-
For antiaJIIIIDet~ ' ·Ji -
·--, ----c---
,.. 
we see -that the sum of the . rotational bel&llctg. -~~~ . 
- ------------ ________ ,........ . ;.~J)i,1 
and the translational carry·o~er moment at ~he end b of 
. . . ·-
column ab adds up to + EK ··WM . meanwhile at the end a we 
- . . C ~ .. 
get · - EKcWM as the sum of rotational· and t~-.nslationai. 
car.ry•over moments. 
This interesting result .shows that in syaaetr·ical bents 
deflected in an antisymmetrical shap9 columns will have 
stiffness- and carry-over factors. equal ~o- those ot c-.n.ti~ · 
lever beams • (Fig • 31) • 
In case the col1.t1Qn.1 ~e auppoi:ted on hing~s at the 
base,· we may regard them as·cantilever beams with bins@• •i 
L 
the supports, possessing no rotational sitffness. 





The application of this cantilever-analysis will ba 
demonstrated through the numerical computation of a four-
story s-ymme-t~ie-al- £rame ~~ecte·d- to orre hor~1z·ontal for~t 
at the top-joint. See Example S. 
b. -General Case 
-In example 6 we shall solve an UJ1~~etrlc4l a~rue~~• 
lo4ded at the J~µats. - Tlle smooth features of the..· 
{•. ··-·»•··-· 
. I···----· 





,_ ~,-,_ - ~c .. r-:] 
. -. .1,. 
i' it 
-" - -- _- ~--r - )r 
.··. . It, 
· .. -·· '" ; ·. b_~-;.J\ 
~ ••••••·•·--•···•·•·•••••••·,••·•••••••·•·•·v•~•,•,.,•,••·•·•••""·•••·•·•·•••••••·••••-,,,._.,.·.,.,. 
"caatilever-analyai•" cannot· bf.l. discovered 1\ore. 
" . ,,. .... " 
Bval•tion -= -
... ",. 
}" > I 
• 
0the . e-fcect. of-·the modified. dist~l.~~on- -- ~"ri-
over factors is automatic. shear-corre'ct.ton. 
. 
. 
-~ ,; . .... 
' .' .... 
'I :, 
£v~n .though the concept involve~ :can be compretum.cle4 
·-·only through thorough study, -the re&ll.lt is well worth it. 
The procedure is straight forward and· f~ees the &n~lyat-
... 
from the mere mechagical handling of numbers: a .cleat 
physical picture c411 be easily had of each step. 
As done in the preceding discussion, the "cantilever 
method" for antisynm:aetrical deformations can be aepar~tely 
.. 
;_ ... · . 
. . 
~~ 
treated as a much simplified form of analysis. The ex.a..,le 
shows that girder-moments need not. even be computed._ 
When the structure is not symmetrical as to stiffneaaea 
I 
of members or _arrangement of bays, but contains continuously 
~ 
running columns and girders, the general app~Qa~~ ~an still 
A good feature is tha,t "1th eitbe~ s-gppQt:'~ ~011,4itloq11 
the first story enhances rather than upsets conv@rgenc,, 
. --'..:, 
.-· 4' ~o co11vt1,genc, w. 111•y ••,-~~'18~ _ tile "c1.1J.t1.,levt~~ 
__ , 
.•, 
- ---~---. £_"·-~-:.:_ __ - ~ ·~ - __ -____ .- -- - ---~ :- - - -·-- - -- -
, .. ,,_ 
;,1 
B~ 
; ... 'i- ·- i' 
.t_·.- -: lii 
~t:~· -~~-~:: 














____ _, . ' ' .. . . ' ' ft 
._ _ .... proceciure (2 .• 4 o 2 • b) iravol ves::more-- cycles .. of ·-moment--
dis~ribution perhaps than does ordinary moment-di~tribution, 
the carry-over · fa~tor 
-
1. 
The gener~l pro(:edure 
rotational 
~-~rey-over. fact;<>rs . '1 (around _5) , however · -the ·---------- ----------- --- ----- ---- --. ' 




.·--. -· . ------~ ---
-· . ' -~. ,-. 
! 
• i.:. ·-,-···· ---·----··-····--.,_.__ __ 
.... .... • ..... - _____ ,___· ________ ,.. -- •• ,1_, ............ ~ ... _•·- ' 
~',I'•\, 1 ... 
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· .. ·--~""(. . 
r f· .·· {'/ 
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(2.4) .,,_·ci._ -.. ,._ --, ~_,. 
\ 
\ 
--- - - ------ - -------- -- -- - -·--------
2.cl *.,Dey-Goldberg Method_ ·(Reference ~1)-
(Successive cor;~ctions. Applicable. to tall framea) 
!.this method makes use of the principle of -successive·· _· . 
- -- --- -----------~ ---- -~----------~-'-'-!..CC.-, 
-·- - --
correctionso we first find rough approximate values for ... _ 
the &!form•tion of j<;,ints (rotations) and s~_oi;ies (~elative 
. ' 
story-displacements). Having these approximate values for 
the deformations we then use exact formulas to refine t~. 
The derivation necessitates the sketch of a lattice 
- . 
- . 
of c;:ol-~ _fm4 -g~1;d~1;1. Fl.g_or·-t@Yel.1 ~~, 4@1i.g!l@ted ~Y 
------ -------------------- ---- ----=="--~= ------<-----
m, n, o, etc. ·Columns are w, x, y, z·, _ etc. • (Fig. 32), 
cutting all columns of -the nth story just below the 
nth floor level we can write 
ZR == w = I'. V • • • • • • • • • • (l.) see Fig. 3S .. 
_ .. 1.t n n 
-
Drawing the free body diagram of s~i, •• (~) we &•t 
- A h • M · - + M • , • • • (_2) 
- '""llS D .. "lllDX '"'lllQX 
.. , ·, ; ... -- .,. ' 
--Applying the· slope deflection-equations to col':11"" S 
Mmnx a 2EKcnx (29mx + 9nx • 3f ri> 
llnmx • 2EK.c~ (28nx + 8a.z - ~f p) 
~mi ~ ~ "" ~~ (~~9-. + ~-~) ~ nr, ~Ct>~~ 
• 











--·/""r-,-,-~·CL ), I 
' ;j];\{j 
1rJ 
}~~~~' ":'.; :•.: ... A~: 
.~, .,·. .. . 
[ ... 
. _#.' .. 
---·-. 
f ,/i 
6b .·· r -.,,., ~··· .. ··.··• 
-~-- · __ ··· 
.. -· ~ . . .. . 
... -, .-. .. . . --:..~-
··----- f ••.• 
(2.4). 
'·----
tak$.Dg, the ·:IUDll}ation of Eq. 2 i,;t. atoey "n":· 
- .~i\i •· • ~nlfn, -~ L ~-=-t __ \\anal~.~ -- .. -·_ 
. . ' . . . . .,, .. · ~, .. ·.,' ~· . '. . 
..... , .. ·· 
.. 
. . 
- ,- ------~--~·-· -·- -•----~---. -~---" -------'-~--- -. -:·· --- -.. ·- -... -............ ..---.---......--.-.----(4-).~ ------·-----~-
rrom slo~~-deflec~ion: 
Girders. Mnx.,nw • 2ltgn,wx (2E9nx +··E9nwl 
. ,,.h 
IL_ 2R-, (2E9~-~- + E9yn) 
·~,ny • .. -~n,xy 11,0,.A 
___ : __ ,~£0 1.umna. ----'Mnx-,mx •~:-.:~~rm---±-~9mx-~~ ~l¥''11L' ---- -
Mnx,ox • 2Kc ,ox (2E0nx + B8ox - 3Bf ol 
Adding all moments at joint nx together 
- ·····. 
- 6KcoxE f o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ($) 
Where ~ref~rs to stiffnesses of -bu:a i.a.vtq • en4 tt q. 
·, 
fk • rota,~ion of joints opposi~~ i,~ Q. 
,. .... 
• . • • . . • • • ····. (6) 
' ,. 
• l\a . + (the weighted average o~ ~ffll 
i~Z:Kcn E9 'a and the E9 's) n ·· m ·· 
\.f : .• - ... 
--- ---~--~---- ----- -~---
{,:. 
'--. 
----- - ---- .. -·- ·-· -
.· :--
-~---··------ --
···-~ . . .. 
-------- =-=-·--.- - ---
- ----.:. 
,·•: ,· I 
-~·-.,\ .~~ 
----- . . - l_.:: ·: . -
. .. _. 
. - .. :.J ... , 
---·- ---·-"' ,. :.·-· ·-----------··-----..'..--~-- . . - . ' . . . _ .. 
-------:-·· ,:···---·. Q 
·(2.4) ·, · .... -...:.~ ~ ·. . '"· ·~ .5•··:,: ... ,._"···-1·· 
. ,. ---·--·- .. .---··· 
· . at ·.-···· -------- -· -·- ---·--·---· ·--------: --·-----··------------ --·----~------ -- · · -· ----------·--------· - -·-· ------ ·-- -·----- -- ------ - ----1 · approzimation . _ ·. 
, . . . . •, -
If all_ colu.ltlt8 within Slio~v n bave- the' 8199 atiffnea1 
. . . .,-· ... -····:·-----------.------ .... -------.--··· 1- ., ... _ --··.·--·-·--- --.--- . .:..---,--~- --,,-:····,··--··-,-··-:-:·~" ---·-----···· .. -- ._ .. ··--·· _ ...... . 
-------~--------·--···---~-
' 
where e~. and.. 8~ a:re ayera.ge _value,_a o_f ~b.it_j~i11~ rotatlcm~--~- ---~· ___ _ 




Assuming·. that all th• rotations on a giwa · floor •« 
on the adjacent floors are equal-in v•lue ancl applying Jca.4 
•--&~~he- ''~b.ent equations''. 
• Ha. ,.. 12 (EG~ .. If 11) Z!!Cc,.a 
• Mo • 12 (E0~ .- Ef 0 ) Z: Kc,o 
~ Ha. - Mo a 12E9~ cE~,n +-Zl<c,o> • lfffal'Jc,.- -
• l2B f C?IKco (7) 
!he. "J~t.ftt .. equation" from Eq. 5 for JoUlt S ia 
6B8'2:K ., ..... 6BP K . . - 61. ·f I. • 0; 
· · D · . DZ . . J D C ,tla . . c,· C 1 0X 
The ~-~ion qf this e~presalon f~r •11 joint• qf floor~ 
-.--·- ··-- --- - ----·=---- ------=---·=------c-=--··· --.cc-_-_:- ...... _--=,·:.·=-c-·c-·• ·-:----·-····;~--:--::::=-.. -- ----= -· 
level n is then ..... ...,.._ 
-
6B . lK - 61 , fi • --o-··· --~ •., 
- _· ·· f n> en · , fo· · · '?'-' -· (I) 
CC!lllbinf.ng equatf.onS: (7) 81ld (8) ~ ~811 «1J.1"i~~e f n '114 f 9 ,. · '' 
: ' 
and we get ~ - ------~-
, · Mn_ + Mo- , · . 
l\•-ia~_[.~Z~«~.v---.~,-~~z~x-·.···~ __ -~z~-,-·::~ ..... 
.. . .. . -'llX .. . en -·--· ______ coJ 
' . ---...... ._,. ~· 
M +M 
·-n 0 
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. . . . . ·. . ' . ,e..:-~, • 
Eq. 8 will _be modified for colu.mnsof the first·a,;ory. 
-, p . -
-W• -shall · derive .the bent equation for fixed col~n b•ses. __ 
•• we1i·as for pinned ones • 
.... ,"7'J. • 
. ·
- ---- -· - ------ -·- - ---~--- ---~-- -- ---------~ 
·---~--- -·---~··· 
·---"--------··---~·---------. ··------·. -_ 
. •. - Fixed· column bases ~-
lf we: write Eqo (4) for_ the 18 t storf •we·-1,t 
.. . . - . 
1' -_. 
_. Ml "' 6.f Kcl .(E« +~0) . l~f1Z°l~:\. 
. I 
-Then the bent equations---are ,· -----·---· ·-----·-·----·· --,----~--'---'---=··'",.,-'-•, 
(6E8i - .12Ef 1>L lc:1 
( - M2. _:-= . (12E8i - 12E f 2)l.Kc2 
Acld~ng the ~,119. .expressions togeth~r .,,..,_,-
: . ! 
· ... 111 • "2 -= ~8i · (.6 'cl+ 12 Kc2) 
~ 
.. ·ia~\i " 1#~~i · 
~·-
- . 
lqtJ s· will,. l)e -~~@i- gtQ~~~Pl.1*98 l>-Y. a g~ 1t1Mqg fgf ··~P' "; .. , 
. . ~ -,~ ·~·. . .•. --·-:· . ·:-· 
fira,t 11tqry: 
. 1'r; ·:~-
Q ,. J9i. (~l'K~l + 122:,ca + a4EKg~> 
• 
12,:-" °iP 12 rK, .. -·E;p: . .1: .. _1 ..... ,-·::.1.~ .... ·.),_._.· 
~- ... '&\,c::l~J-l .. - -~~-- ~2··· J. 2_ • ·-~· •• ·--~ ~ ! ~ ! ,, f ! t ·t.t ! '., \' ... " .. 
Coaqb.~i~- the above two·· equati"on·s (10) .ancl~ (l!~) . 
. ~ Mt .. M2 ,. 19{ ( ~ al'1tc1 • a44 J.C8i) 
_, 
.~· , . 
.... };• ; 
-;~ -. 
. . ,. _.: ______ ... ~ ___ -.... -'·. --~--·,-·-··· ··-
----- -----------
··, 
---- .•... ----·· ---. ., ...... ----·· . .. ··---- .. 
-·- ~, .... ., .... ······ ·····-·-·· 
. \ 
.'\ 
........ ~--· ~ -· 
,. -. - -. 
;.· _ .... 
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{. . ' 
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t, ..... , - ·---
-- •S8 · 
~t"'" ·-~""'"''"'"" '." . 
_ .. _. __ .•. 
. . 
. b. Hinged column bases 
~ .. 
· ln---order---to---be-able- ~O~ deri~e the·---··b~nt eq~tioll, · 14#- . 
..... ' 
,• apply the:c;onjugate-b~me~h~d toa cqlumri pinn,ed.•t: 
olle ·.end: (Fig • 35) .:. 
·-- - ·------- ----·-- ----·-- -·----~---··------ --- -· -----·------- ·-·-- ----- -- -' ·--~--~---------~'. -·· - - . !~,n .the beQt equations become 
-
- -- . -~ - ~:.~--- -
. -· ,. . --
- - - . - --
- tf1 Ill 3 (EOi - E f 1) Z' l<cl 
.. "2,~(12E8i - 12Ef 2>,l:"Kc2 
~. ··l ·. .. K,i • c6E8i (!Kc 1. + 2E Kc2) . .. ~S•cri .... - - - . -~~-~==~~=~'7~~-i-:.:.c'.I 
For Joint ,~-the joint equation 11 
. . .. . 
618·' ( IC - ! K ) - 311). IC _ .. 6BR. It • 0 1 - IX 2 <=t~ ·.-.Jl C:f.• /'"J3·fl~ 
Derived o~ the following b11.ais: 
111x,lw = 2K;1,~ <2~9lx·-+ J91w> 
Nl.x,ly -a 2~1,xy (2E81~ + E~lj} __ -. 
ff··a·:,_·-._ .·,. ·:, ·-, -~·,,7,-._· .. t_ 
-- --~ -·-----
"1X:~Bx ."" 3Kclx ( -: E91x + E) 1) . (WP@~t I ~ lfff,) , 
HlJt,ix "" 2Kc2x (2E01~ + E92x.. - ~- f J) 
.. 
• 
A11toxillatio11· Q ··• Q .,.~_-a- ~ • _a• 111 
• _:· <. .;"'0 • 'C - ·!-~· ·--i~- -- . 1w --- ly·· - . ,r--.· • i > .,.--<-- ;;.,~:::.y•c• -=-· - ~ Jiti1/ 
The i1unmat=ioo-··of-toe·c "Joliit equations: ·1a-·,be:·~f~t·~--·•tR'#r" }~¥~~s~L;kc:, 
and a,rult~plied by two renders 
..... 
Q ~· l,2Ji91[fCl"K~) -;. itJc:lx~ "'. t8f1!'~cl "" _ -· ____ ··---
-- - - - -
. -,., . 
........... · ..... ~ .. -~-~~· .. -·. . 
........ ~..:- ,·· ...... , --
. ·, 
·· UJi f Z:)t 2 , H ---~.t,cfc ..... .ut). __ ---·-·- ----~-:-·---------~f~a;>~,"·•·i~.--
- • - • C - ~ :,i .. ,; ,, • • • ... ~ • > • • •• , • ~[ 












··-----·--------- -- . -
~· .... ;~.;; ·-
·~·-
._ -··--, .. .__, "'""-
(2.4) 
,.. 2M1 - M2 = E81 (6'[Kci+·12fKci 
Bllt 
. Z<2Knx> ~zKcli!ci~:-z· K-c2 + 
--· 
- ----,.---·- --------- --- ... ·-'-------· _.· ___ -:--:-
• 1'2!'( Bnx> 
2Z:Kc1 
+ ·6Z1 .. Jt,_.{) 
-·;:- :·-~·-~···-
• - - ~ c' ·-:.. 
· Therefore ' 
. 2M1 + M2 • E9r ( 24l;K~l ) 
sa' • 
-· -- - . -- -- - -
. . -... -fl/C::\ 
. . ·Of ••.•• 1t •• ...... f •.• a ,,~, 
Equations (9) · (12) •nd (15) are appro~imate expression.a 
for the···rot:atlon of all·J_oi.n:ts in 8. D,9.t'ticttlsr flo.or levelo 
tive displac_ement between two storiesa 
The exact value for the rotation of jout ~ c4Q l'lt-"'·· 
expressed from Eq \1 5 
-. 
BS 
, ....... .... • - ... - . . . . . 
2LKQlr; 
• 0 ••• ••••• •.•·' • Cl ... ,,.,, -: · .. - _;::/ • . 
.!::_ 't,·,•' ;.: t_ 
'·. 
Whe!"e l'Kcf • Kcnx f n + Kc~,f o 
To obtain M--a~xtmate forrnul~ for Bin¥ we stuaJ;.1 t.i<e 
19' 
-·nx 
floor level 4> 
(16) can be written_.As 
Ii< E. 4,K.C~~ -
~
·····-· .. . ·~ •. --- - • ".11:~ 
• o •• • • • • • • ~ • • • • • •. ~ • • 1 . ' • '- .,,....~·"· , .. I. 
- ..... , ........ .. 
. in< 
(-f:J. 9 established an relation-
----,- ------. -------
-· -- ··:--··---------- . ;:,.:-·,_\~.:,: 
~_.\ -, ·:·::,· 
·-~---< 
. . . 
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, ,=, ,=, .==e ,=ti prmr =-=•= 
. - ._......-_u_, !"" -=-
"'. 
I "I •r"• 
(2.4) •60 
ship_J>~tween 90 · angle:fs ·and the. story mo~ents M0 a~d M0 -!) ·:· . ' . 
··- ~ .. -...... 
-·· ,• ·, .. 
Although for the first story E0' will be different 
· lx 
__ , 
from the value ~Sho~m in Eq.o. 17, this equation· will Still · .. ,., 
give us a·good en~~pproximation in most---~-a~es, to·····-~--··--~/---·--······ 
insure convergence-•. 
The values of 8{x •• tQ,.,:f.Dl&Y be eastly ·derive4 fr4* 
above considerations, . _corre-spon~ng to Jq. (17); 
. -881'- . ~. 
·--··· X 




. ' •.. ., ..... . ......... ~-"· 
:~, -. ·,·-• • -~r, :,--.- , -,· .-.• ~,---,.~, 1~. !,·~;(ff I) . 
g(li,c ,. ~c~.P: fl, :*: .2~c , ~· f 2 
iEK - K clx 
······~··,~·····-~,, ''",•,. 
... 
Row the computation of a numerical problem 5)f ~nalyai• 
will be presented to ill.~etra~,-t1'e -procedure. - -Xfllnple 7. 
. .. - ........ .-.......... ~ ~ ',.~· 
Evaluation 
the immediate objec~ ()~ ti\~ ~-.ic::g-l•JI0111 !~ g~~~~~g 
' :, . - -
values of displ~cements and .rotatiOllS-r----!fl:le first , approd.-,. . 
mate formulae yield rQ-µgh but essentially close values 
. ·' ,. . . 
with which to compare the la~t~r,. more accurate r~sults • 
. ......... , 
. 
lea pea.ting ~h,. thrEle cy,;lEI.! · ~#: -~9P•~~.~~~n• -(f~~ co~a~iMt·-- ·~· -~---_~-- · --'--·- --
. -· . ..,. ~:1'>· .... ··- _-----·~---·· ·---.-.·· ,- -··- -"--·-· 
. . . - . .--
(2~4) ---61 
of two group's -of Join.ts and for· ·displacements) . makes .. f~r 
. . .•. . ... . .·· ·- --
·i 
systematic·work. Even though'plugging into formulas may 
··'-'" ., 
" become a bore, the anal:ys~. ,finds some degre-e- of reward in. 
·- . . 
tije ~onve.tge.nc.e,,,~,Qf, results". 
.... 
. :, 
-----··--·-··----vaiues -oi'- displacements and rotations .... :, into end moments. 
. . . . . ~ 
For multistory frames the·amount of paper-work., done 
-.-
detached from the sketch of ··fhe structure, may b•co•• t 
--- - . . ....:· ____ ·' --, .. ----.----=' -·-. ·--- ---....... -·- ;::, ---.----;--:· : . ...:.----~--,~-~-=-,,,..,.. 
serious deterrent _to tlq.s proct1dµre •. ,. 
Ii 
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.... ' ............................. , .. ," ............... ,, ............. , ""·-·--- ....... , 
- .~ ~· . 
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--• ·,_' ., ,; ,. .-. .:.,' ~,;w •; .:.,.' 
.. . 
. ,.::Sd 
···· ···· fc~:-~I 
' ---
(2.4) . 
., .... _ ........ --
2.e Uni's -method (leferences 9, ~is) -~ -.i-J' 
(Successive corrections, ·1n double-cycle operation,. 
FigQres within the reference~scheme •.. 
Applicable to tall framea-even to ones with many 
· irregularities) 
___ ,._ -- -------------· - --- --- - --- -- - -- ------- - -------~-
Kani's method is similar to the previously discuaaed 
''Maney-Goldberg"-m~thod in that it is also based on a· 
double-cycle ope:r:at.imL.. .By au~~ssiYe. apptQX~~Jll&-t!ona ft_ 
refine the end-moments us-ing relationships allowing us to 
find that part of the end ~oment related to the rotatt-one··--
of joints when an approxima.tion as to that . part 9£ the 
,., ... 1....,..,,,, .. 
' . . . 
moment caused by translation of the stories is available, 
and vice versa·. 
Instead o·f working with values of deformation, we 
shall be using moments in this-. p~ocedure. . ... t' 
a. ·- Before we set out to discuss the analysis of a 
multistory·bullding frame subjected.to horizontal loads 
bringing about t~ansl~tion of the joints, we shall dQ .. we11 
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: '. _:_ t ::~ 
-~- .... !_ ~ 
- ..: ~ .. ...:..L. 
.. 
• ! ·' 
, "··· 
:·/:~~--~" ,; 
....... ~ . 
,;:/•'; . . ~ - .. •' =. 
t·_·.:~ -·:,_-.. '·; 
- • 7..t". - ~~-:::_:-:~;::: -<~ 
···· t~I~ (!-•. ~-
aideaway cBlUlot occur; ,- (Pig. 36) 
i. 
(I) or we neglect the effect of sidesway and apply 
imaginary h~ldi~g ~Q:r;ces _ keeping the · atruc.ture _____ ~---=-'=='----~ =-=== 
----'----"~=-~=~~~---="-~-~-~-------- -- --- ·------- - . . 
. 
_from side sway. (fig. . 37) • 
'_, __ ..::, -
The slope •deflection-. •gua.t,.on __ render•, _ for ____ no ___ er••· 
--- --------. ·---· .. ---·-- -- -------
------- __________ ____, . t 
-t;<\~1j 
lation of ~~~n.tsM:1.F·k·+ 2.orr (2Qik + A._ i • 0·),'- .. ·rJ 
·-it< .a;,n, ..-k . . !H 
whel'e Hu~ ~a the moment accing upon the end i of bar· ik; IJ:11 
, 
. 
"1k is -the- ftxetl--end--moment; -0-:i].t- and ~r---are--the--rotat..,._,ioAWn.__. • ..____ ----~ 
of joints i and k respectively under given loads. 
Looking at the slope deflection equation we can ••1 
that .. 
2BK (29:tk) is that part of the toral moment "1k wllich 
· .. , 
la brouJht about solely by the rot,tion (91 ) of Joint i 
while k is held rigid. 
., 2 BK (9tt1) is that part of tlle total moment Nik which 
is brought about solely by the rotation (9k) ~f JoiQt k wM-it 
i is held rigid·. 
' ,i'-
'.. I ... 
Let 2EK (291k) be called 2Nik' i.e. the ''rotation 
cont~ibution''_, o~ joint i to the total ,~oment Mik' ,and 2BK--(Qkt> 
be called ~i i. e o the "rotation c--ontribution of· 
joint k to the total mom•nt M1k. 
. .. 
·-~ -. . r ~ 
',' ,:·:' ~;: • • r, :-.,. :. ·~ ··~,--
:o 
• '\l',L'" 
-·---------·~ .... ~= --· --~-1·~·- .. ·-······· '_ ~- .: .. ___ --·-.--· - ..... -·. ·./·····-·· ·--·.,·· --------~ ; .. -~~ --·· •• ; .••". •-_,,_: ._ ... • ··-- • •,• -.'-•••• 00 > • • •• •-• .' • •• • • ·-- ··--- • __ •-•--,•--HY•-•--•,··----- • ··. •-------·~-~·.:· .. ;;c~·.· 
' ,·, 
·--. ·-, .. -~--------, 
..... _ ___:___,-_--:·----:-..=_--.--·· 
.• ---!_ ____ - ------
(~.4) - .\ 
ror tht_ •q'11ltbriwa of joint !: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . •·•. 
.See Fig. 38. 
------------···--------·--· .. ~----- ··-
- -· - ------··· . -·- ---·-- ------ --·--· 
~-- . ···- "''"'"'t"'~···· 
--,--,. 
Obviously by rotating joint i by an angle 9; and 
fixing all the -far bar ends k the moment~ induced in th_e 
individual near· bar-ends will be proportional to the 
I 
... stiffness.es It ___ cm __ j;-=~ the_ bars. 
Knowing the s~ __ ~f _ !~~~~~C?~--~~~~ribut·~ons of bar en4 i: 
(Z:K~k) • - i (I'.M~ + L°.M~1), we can thus fin4 , 
where 
M:k • /'1k (Z'Mik + ~~i ); 
- ! lttk 
!1k-• 2 ~'1.k· ( • "rotatio~ ftctQW") 
x,.ik. -i 
If f LHt + I. ~ 1) is known approximately, M~k "1.U 
also l>e found approximately - but .with •. greater q.egre• oi 
accuracy. 
This is the basic idea of the procedure wllich will p~ovtt 
straight forward. we -can writ~_. down the sum of fixed end 
moments to each join't.~ Also at every joint! we calq~l-~@ 
r-ota~ion-factors pik ~or al-1 bars. 
Row at an arbitra~ily chos~n Jgip.~ tpe iterative 
-. ·-··' -:. ... · .•. -' -
c·•·• 
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:l~{::t~'~ -, ' j 
If~/;.~:··-:__:; 
t ,-.-;.·-I ?;·:~~~~: .. " 
,· 
·''· 
. __;.,. :•,.,.. 
'"':, ... -...-:-~- --~ -··----
.~--·~"-·'·· 
' . 
. ,' ·-··- .; __ · .. _. • .. ,--
. ' ... 
-~--···-· _· .C ... •·-·-- ... -.< . . . ·- - ···--'---'-'--
. .... ........ _.._ ------.... ~ .. ·-~-.. -·. -~---·-·,·· ·-· ---·--··-·-·-~-----' 
(2.4)' 
. -- .- ·. ·.F_ ' · .. procedure -can- be started by assuming a value for <D1rk+~1)-. 
* . 
~v~~g. at the outset not a hint of the value of X-~1 . _ 
. 
., 
at a .joint !, .... we can take this as O for a first approx~mat1-~•>~ 
. - - ~-
-·---. -···-- .-- .-
We rep~at thls procedure from jo-int to jo!nt, and pretty 
··--- ' 
soon, after 2 - 3 iteration cycles, we will have good approxi-
'-·· --· --~-~- -
-· . 
mationa for. ·M1k at joints ~. _When the desired degree .of _a_c_c~-------~----
. l . . . 
' 
--
racy is attained, we simply sum up at each bar end and get 
.. , 
p ' t ' Mik • Mik + 2Mik + ~i • 
b. Let us now see the treatment applied to frames with 
horizon~al, loading and lateral displacements- of Joints. 
The slope defle~tion equation renders 
tftk .., 2EK (28i + gk - 3 i:k) + Nik 
Whi1.e three terms (two rotation contributions_Nik and ~i 
and the fixed end moment M[k) were previously discussed, 
" a new term~ "displacement contribµ1:ion" "1.k moment is now 
to be included in the calculations: 
Thus M~'k = - 2EK 3 A ; see Pig. 40. 
·-i. Lik . 
Then Mik • Mrk + 2Mik·· + Hk:1 + Mtk 
Z:M1k • 
Solving for;:.l:M{k 
1 f~J ~ I It ] 
• - 2 l.f,-tq + ~ ~1 + "1k> 
. ·- . ' - -·- .. . .. . . 
~ . : 
r,, .-~ ·.· ... t 




• -~~--. ~ --- -- .:-------- ----- -.--..-.--~ ---·---- - ~---- _.........__ --- >-•- • ---- ' ----- ------ - --- - --- - . 
(2.4) 
J . 
. laturally from previous conaiderationa 
.. Mik .. /A ik[It{ + I ~i + lf{k) . • • • • • • • • Bq. 2. 
rorgettin$ the rotation cont~ibution Nil( for a time, ~ 
let us· try to ~erive an ex~r~ssion f<Jr the. dis2~aceme
1
nt 
contributi.on · tkk. As we shall se~, the. expression of ~k 
• 
--·----·-~ - -·- . ·-----····---- . 
.. -·· 
will be found quite analogous to that of Nik' 
. 




''holding forces" as well as fixed end moments. ~•d ia 
not applied to joints only). These holding forces are the 
reactions of horizontal loads on column-joints if c:olumn-
pieces from Joint to joint are regarded freely supported. 
(See fig. 4-1) • 
Since the holding forces don't exist on the actual 
-structure we haYf to apply forces (H-· - H) of equal 
magnitude· but opposite direction at the joints to nullify 
the effect of the ''holding ·forc,is" -we had -·brought ·1n 
automatica.l~Y when establishing the fixed end state. 
Cutting a section through a· story r (Pig. 41) it 1¢11 
be seen .:·hat the external hoiri~c:>~t~! .... fQrces acting on the 
free body abQve ~fie cut need be resisted by the shear• V 
developed in column~ of story r. 
..:.--- ' 
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· ~ V • V~ : . 
'-n B""·· (n) .. . . 
_ ..... _,,. .... 
- -~--- - -..... _. . 
.. -- ·:·-· .~-·--- - . -.----
And now we can expr_~~s the sum of displac•ent contz:ibu~ion1 
l: .;:k of a story n: 
~. M~' .. - _![Vnbn (n) ·-ik 2 3 . + z: OI' +· H' ), (n) ik · -Ki 'J 
~e participation of one coll.JIDJl of tbe story n in tbe 
sum of all di~placement contributions is determ~ned by 
computing th~ ratio of the column stiffness to the awn of 
all stiffnesses added) together. If we compute the 
'~displacem~nt-factors0 of a- story n-: 
We Cilll writ~ -- · 
_,ik. - ~ r~ 
... 1n 
~-·• L 
.-·.·· ;- .. -
~. ', -- -~ :, 
_:: :· 
-·· -
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t - "iii, 
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j ~- _.,-:_. - ~Jf 
.,. . t ::~~: 
.. - ,; ,,· . . Bl~· 
h :: ~- ~r 
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··••· .. ··.. . t/: -~-~i 
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... : ·-- .:~ 
(2.4") .. .: .. 
. --
.Thil is completely Wlogoua to Bq. 2. 
,.-:·- The-idea of · Kani 's proc;:edure now becoaaea evideat. 
wa--nnd the constants Ptk and tJ1k &nd ai.o the 
f ixed•end moment~ Mrk and modified story momenta iio. 
....... ,,,, 
-. . . ·. ,. __ . ;_ - - . . - ·-- - ·-· -
·. :, 
-- _- ......... _ 
--...... -:-:-:----___________,A ... 
'· ···~ 
. .. -
using approximate values..of--.J:~r+·-111.k') .we- aball ... ·--· ·-------···---- ,,.."'''·" 
apply Eq. 2 to all joints and when this is done, carry out 
Eq. 3. for all stories us_ing the approximations of Nik and 
~ 1 we have just compute~ in the previous step. 
--- ------· ----
This cycle with two sets of operations shall be 
repeated -again and again until the desir~d .... degree of ___ ac~----
is reached. (See Example 8). 
' ..:..-
The above derivation was performed on the baala that 
between two story ~~yels the column heights are identi~al. 
Our discussion will hereafter continue with the extension 
of the analysis to more complic,~ed structures as 
f. Frames contaioing stories with columns of 
unequal length. (Fig •. 42.). 
-· . ..---.• 
2. Complex multi-storied stru~tures, where a· 
col~n continues t~rough more than one floor 
without ~y- · beams cQnnected to it. (Fig~ 4~· • 
... , ... 
-· Er<:;~~-
IJ\i 
~'- ,_' - . . .. 
.... --- ., 
.<:· _,.., ;_' :~: 
... ,_. 
· .. '.:''·. 
-i:. 
-.. t,~ " 
.. '.::.'.,. 
••, .:< L ,~,:.·-.:-, -~-, 
-~~( :,'.(~/\/. 
~ ·,.· : ,;• _',_ -
. . . 
-·· -·.--··--··-----·- -. "· -· ~- ·w - ·- - .• • -· ·"- •• ~-·· -• _:.;_-;:-;::- ____ •,. __ _ 
. .. ~ . . .. =·---· . . . . . ~,, '_ - .... 
C • Jtories \-lith .. columns Of unequal leng~b 
.... -·. .. ------ ---·-· 
The calculation of rotation contributions is u.neff~t?tecl, .. · 
but we need to apply u,odifications at the <;Qmputation of· 
displacement contributions in this case. 
and 
Again we use two basic eqU4tions: 
V • }-·· V 
r . (r:) er 
sides by hx- (an arbitrary length, conveniently that col\llllll· 
------- -- . - ··-·---·------·--·--·---·--------
length appearing most frequently in the story r): 
. -
h-




• - _2l li ~ + Z ~ik~ + ~1r.1>1 
. . (r) .. ·.· - ------ 'J 
lemembe-rino t-t..at K • 
· ···c::, ·~ rik 




considering that 1 i • constant for all colQ'8nl of 
" a story~ we can write Nik• conat x K1kc~ 
-
- ..... ~ ........ , .. 
,1 LJ 
. ~ .. 
f·•· ':. 
\. 
· · ,. . • .. " :.1· :· :C' •: ?~ ., ,, 7 · I,, 'L.''5!,'[ I·:·; ~.-~:/:y:·:;;,:;··;• ,~f ~~5~;~L2E~~6hicL":b~ ,:;f :c:_ . _ . . . . •. •• / ~:;~ 








.................. ,. ....... , ...... .-:.::::.-.:: ..  .... : .................... : ........ ,.0 ..... ,. 
., . ·- -·: ·:··· ... . -:: --- -···:·-··· ···-,.:_.! ... _.~_: • .-.. :. _______ ~----





_ 3 · _ 
2 cikKik 2 F . e r C .kltikt (r) i 
And the displacement contribution is 
te;;ik • \> ik [ Mr + f) c ik (M;ik + ~ki)] 
.. _•,-:-.,, 
7'f'"., 
• • • • • • • • • ... 4 
--r-
- - -- -- --·---·--·-····- . -- --~-.. --. ---. -
(of course rcut "ik • - i ) 
Thus the problem is reduced to the previously diacusaed 
case. 
d. Solution of aom2lex. multi-stori.ed atructu~e!. 
Let us consider the frame shown in Fig. 4 4. Column 
i-k runs through the 2nd and 3rd floor witi.out girder 
connection; such a column is termed "continuous". 
,he displace~ent of join~ 1 relative to k ia 
Ark • J2 + I3 + J4 .E,Jr 
/ 
. II" ik . --
using qyr adopted symbols 
6EKik1~:·"a - 6:K~k cJ'2+ 13+• •. Ir:+···.) .r .. : 
i 
~· 
-~~t~r;-: ._(· i -~ •. 
. ",: .- ~ 
'?,?ft 
·-· . , . ' ., ·'' 
lj;,j 
,~:] 
r· · r 
:,!':: :- 1' 
- .. ( 
\u.·:. ... -~-::-. :.,.~_,. 
i·-
.-- .· -----· 
'. . , 







:·~ --=---- _____ - ------::. ·---- ~---· _- __ --· ___ ._-- __ .. 
t: 
---·· ·-~·: --: : ·-·, 
'· .,; 
~ '..---r;;;;;; -c..__..-.. - -- - -~~ -
I~=---- - " - - ---- ----=- -== • - --
·.' i ·_-
-~-----•-•-·•"-• _. ~-- •------•••• < ________ :.:___.::_: __ H __ ......:..: ·---- ·,- ,•-- • ••---·----- ---· • • -•- -
(2.4) 
u 
...• -·----··-»-- - - ---·- -··----. ----- ···--
,.ta~ .. - -·' ··· ·-· ·--- - ... , ....... ' ,..,.,- • · 







Mt .... I{ '+ 2Mi + ~ + Mi 
. k. ~ k + Al;,: + M"! + • .~ : tq~,! : _-_-aJY __ ._-__ -_.:k_). __ +_._-______ . __ ·· 1_-__ · --· il __ i. _ .•. ,,_.l:;_1 ..···_.[•.-_._'.;_!_.:_ • ..;: ,• 
---- ---~~~ik--- - ----ik- --- - - -· k-' -- --- -- - -- --- '' \f· ----~-- . .,____________ r 
• 1\1 + ~i + Mik + "1k .... , ..... :;.:-, ~J 
bution moment due···to the lateral dit,placem~nt between 
------floors i-- and k 
lateral.aisplace~ent moments 
of each rth_fl~or only). 
- ·• 0•••1-of tlte. ·,ty _____ p __ -_e -M-:l ..kr_ -_- d_11_·e t -- ---
L~t us consider the followi"g complex frflllle wttll 
column i-k contiQuous in Fig. 45. 
section i - 1 being tll.lt~ at tll• r~b •~Off w, c•-
write up the equilibrium of horizontal torcts -.c:ti~ 4~@Yf 
the cut: 
.,.,:= -·--- .. ~ --
----~~---- ---f~- ~~..__ -lu,~j.•ora~al ,;1U1c:enti:at·ed -foree1 •~v~ 
cut 
• dist~ibuted load above cut 
~ of hori~~nt,ii •II--~• ~p._qoia:w, 













... '\ ... 
' . ; . 
·., .. ·-··1..... 
,.. - ····· ' .... , ....•.. ,~. 
- ·- ·--~--·--'- _, _,,_-~-- .· - ~ ,---·· -----·----------···---· --------.,---- - - -- ·.----··-----~--- .. -· ---- - ··,:.·~-· - . :· -. . _- - . _-' . ·. -----------------~·-----c---··-·--;---·----........:.~-.. :~-:·· 
. (2 .4):. --- ·-12··· 
The hori&e>nt,al ell~,~ _in a column ia 
~-· 
..... ' •• j 
Vik. v'! + Mtk tMki 
ik -
·b~,. . 
....... ;Ji.it· -~ . - ... . .. -· . ~- . -- ... 
. ~ .................. , -~-.. 
(Pig •. 46) • . J,...., .• 
' 
' . 
Sul>stituting_~~~he expression containlrig the·'·c'ont·rt,.. 
' ... •. 
····--
'• 
butions to mom~nts Mik_ an~_ l\i: .... __________ ---';---~:-=---·--- __ ,_________ _ ___ , ·------··-··. 
. ~tk . • ~k + tik-. (M[~_ !_ i,) ... hike-(~~ t 
.. -------------- --- .. ····----- . --1 · ---- ------ - - -
+ ~1 + 2Mil( > "" vf k+ h1k <3M:i.k + 3~1 + 2Mik > ·
Where vrk. fixed end shea~ at the top of the col~. 
-~--~~~---------- ·--·--
Now the ~rizon~l eq\11.llJ,r.i• •"c,vEa 11ect-i.C>Q l,. • l 
can be rewritten: 
IP +Zw +lv:k +l'-h~- (l_Mj_k+ ~ 1+-•tk> "'O 
Hultip.lying through by hc(an ar~itrary lengtQ)194· 
he b1:£nglng in c reduction factor, (c1k • ·. ) h1k 
- I . I 
+icik<llt.k + ~i) + 
Pc ..,.. ·~ ..- ,. ~ (,P +,w +~Vik) 
3 . 
, 2r -" + C M~?. • O,· ~ ·ik·~ -3 . 
·~ 
a-.~g that 
~ M:~t • ~ (Mt_t2 ..L. 11.! "'.:" 3 ....... - ·+<_·11.· .tn,,-lf + . . ) ~ •-ik ·. &,. ,•-i..k Tl ~"'11< T • ' • , ., ~"' . • • • .-
--·-- ., 4 ·:---.... -~.--.l -- - . -~--::-·-'i:--- . ..--·- - - -
We ge~ .J,y __ ,ubatitution: 
,C: r 3( 1 - T t I ) 4.Cik~rk_ = - I -3 P~hc + ~ cik CMik ~.!'k1 + 
+ 2 '.· c .. (M .. n2 ··+· M"3 + . 11!!..·.•ir~-l+ ·.M"r.+l+ >.·._.t_.!f-.·· .•· ·-·.·-.· : 
- 4'!- · ik ik· · .. · · ik - • • -· -'.""~11(-. · -ik .. ~ ',. 'J --3 . ..·. -. .., . . . - ' 
,l c(c;gp~ ! ) 
." 
............ , ... ,, ......... 




- ··--·-··--· ·----· --- . 
. . . 
-------·-- ·r~=--:-_______ , ___ --·· .... ··----------·---~,.. ------·· --··------· 
. '<~.·-
... •73 .. 
. ,: . 
-•··(cont.) 
• · Jf jPfhc ·· +Ecik~k-1: ~1> + j[cik 
- Mr_,,)7_· 
lk1-
·~ ....... :.- . ____ . __ · / .. ---~-- ·---· ----L~'J<·<·~_:·~_: 
. (:- _______ .:_ __ _ 





"' ~ ik [ ~ p rh c +Z:C ik <Mlk + "4i) 






--- ( ic~kKikc ) '1~ a 
: 
The iterative procedure is c,ri-~•4 ~-~- fUlj\ ~-,~~:- ,11t 




The fiQ.al. end moment:-
- •" •. • ~_,I_ ~--- .,..< ,<, -'~w-<~ ..-.. •·.• • >· - ' - • •. •• - .•• : • .:~.-~--
. . . ·;,-<>··· ~ ·-
.... -_;_.--~ - -~ _-:· .. -· --~ 





' -.· • 1 













. ... ·:.:.: .. :.-; .. :.:_. 
- - -- ------
-- -----
---- ---·-
··--·-.-';--:·:..... ... -- --. ----~-- -·:--,-. ·-·'···- .,· ··- ; .... ...,.: __ . ___ .·.,.. ____ ,.:; ·-,-~·.-:.·::-:."···· . ' 




. •. .. treatment: ·_:of -h:ln.d. columns: · (See rig. --·4·7) 
.:-..:.... 
,. 
ror a column __ i-~,, clamped at both ends the _totatioa. 




Hik·· 4BK.81 ; 
H" -6BK A 




ror a column,i-k ct.amped at i and hing•d at k ,a, 
rotation contribution of end i is: 
..... ~·· ... ~· ... . ~· M;: "".~3~K91 _• <fl 4EK81 • 4BK 'a1 
I 3 
where K a. 4 K 
--· -- . _______ ,. - ~ - . 
The di1pl.«:1PJent con~ribµ.tio11 for this hinged colnpm *' 
11"1 • - 38lt _4'_. • - 4BK' -~ 
I h~ hik 
(See ri.g. 48) • 
.7·-.. _£_·: 
( . . , 
Therefo,:e we can say that a bar 1-k clamped •t t~' 
top i and hinged at the botto~ k with a bar value K aQd • 
length hik' will have the· same el\~ mome~t Mik ?foduced-by 
~he rotation 91 and the relative transverse displ
ac~ent 4 
as would a bar with both ends clampe~, but with a ~a;·v•i11t 
K' • f 1tand lengthhf.k-= J h1k. 
.. 
.. · ,.,,.., .... ,... 
--:----.. 
......... __ ·_·_·< ___ ....... I?·. (1 









U _ _J,,LU_~ L......J -L,...J L.J~--.L....:-J . . U J l 
(2.41 -75. 
Rowever, tlle eheat force•itJ 41ffet:e~~ com{>adl'\gthe 
two cases. But. we _ c.an generalize the· expression for the. 
shear forc;e in sv:cfi a way that it yields-the actual shear 
. . . 
force., in both cases of the .iiClU!lllY clamped col~ and 
the eubstit\lted . coiumn' by writing .· 
?M~t + m \1 .... -i.k) 
h'' 
ik 
ro1t the 9'lbatituted column with an actully ~t4 ,·,_ ,, . 
bu m • 3/4 an4· fc,r an actually clamped bar· m • J. 
--·--
,~. the treatment of hinged columns: 
.i. Find fixed end moments. (takifl$ ·tate». 
. ~J - . -~ -· 
a •. llinged columns are •ubatituted by fixcad 
columns having h' "' ~ h and K' .. ! I(.. 
. . 
,in4 rotatio~ factors P,., as usually. 
~ctora yields for story.c_: -f, 
• .. : 
<· 3 ~ m-cilt\> ~1' • - i 
--- ~ 
... 
. ' '-' ' ,.. .. ~ ... "l'" 





.''·'. \:·,·;_· .. ~_; ·,1 
. ·(. /.,}>~--:'-( 




\··-:- .,1·,:._ \,1 
~H-~~~=ty.---~:· ',r: 
/(-};~;·.~ .. -.;, .'-·. / 
:1\··,.:, 
... ·- , -i}({}El 
]lil 
-- ---- --:~---iit! 
- .. : __ . _- tu! 
·,,..'; , i I 
• ... ·-' -~ ,.,..,,_ ·"T, 
- --~ ~ ~~ .f J-J 
~. ' . 'J ~ 
---· ---~ -· 
."'"' •• " ...... j .i ....... 
- Lf---=- . r = = ------==--
_----~--...,-J 
\} 
: .~i ;,,, 
. -----.. _., 
• L•--• --------------..........C..:_........: .. __ ,..., ___ •--. · .. - -- ·,··-o.·-._-_. ----·--· --, 0 •• ------•" __ ...... ••-•·----··-• __ ,-4-------,,_. _ __._ ________ ___:_ __________ •_-:-~·--··•-----' ·---__.- -• ·--•--(2.4) 
iY-:>:···:<'· ;; 
:~rrt\\'t·:~/~~ 
If all ¢oi•• ·Of.. story·· r a.~e Qiqtd., t.1-P to»- tll col.UIIIII 
. --- --- - - -
~. • 2cikK{k 
1lt . ~cfttKJ.k 
Alld the control 





f.- Independent c1,tecking.procedure to.l(ani's method 
...... , . . . .. . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . ·.·· .. I .. -
-
Having carried out our computat-ion.until the desired 
accuracy is reached, we wind up with ~he final rotatioQ 11:1 
and dia~lacement---et>Mributionat-=-, -.c:-illl-f'o!le~a'F-rt"lyv-' --'lf=f101rr--te!i!"lvlffie~ry"V--ioaFH.;l--le~olE-f-----~··~wY~·: ,..:_;;;;:·,.f .. , !Ii:] these figures we have the followµlg checkf 
----------·--···--
-,- -- -~- ----·--~- ... -- .. ______ "-·----- ---~-------~-
Mik "'/A1k[Z:M[ +!°(M~i + M;>] 
M~k = gMr+Z'CM~k + M~1>] And 
(Fixed-end an~ story-momenta, stiffnesses, rotation 
and displacement factors have to be comput~d carefully), 
Nevertheless the very spirit of ~becking requires 
i~dependent ways whenever possible since the c~ecker, going 
over the same paths o~ computat~on again and. again is very 
much exposed to overloo,ki11g· 01istakes of the same kin~ .• _ 
,.·."7•, 
\\ 
Dr. Kalli therefor -presents 1-n hii.t work a check~ng 
pr-ocedure wh~reby the end-moments can be ver~fied~ indt· 
pendently from the 1nethod t,y which they were .... computed • 
) ... 
~-:..."~. ,!~f· ~(· ;..-{~ 
t:.,;:;,;• ... -'···,-_ - C 
, .· ' 
'~ 
---c-~------~---l!:lr :"4tc 
. '. d,I 
-
..,_ ... ~. 
--- - - - ' .. ·_ - . _,. -------~-. -· - ·-------
- ---
. ' . 
-------.-~.r . -·--,- - - - ·- -~-. -
(2.4) .. ~11 
. J 
· c~~cking method _for ·story frame·s with horizOD!'!'llf --
. . . . . .. . . . . . ').' . . 
movable _joints. 
4 
Jwo equilibrium conditlons an.d: · t~ -4~fo-t1oa 
conditions have td be satisfieq, • 
.. _ 
Bguilibrium_coriditions 
. . . ·,. -~ . . . . . . 
i. tM1 a 0 
' 
2. Ix -•. Q 
'"~. 
' 
on 11'~ividual jQifl_~a 
in- each -story; making .a -horf•~u1t•l 
c11t through all columns,- -the ·. 
- -- ·co-rumn.;..s11ear·-i:orces··-and the hor~,~ 
zontal loads above the cut are ill 
. . . - . ....... . - . 
equilibrium. 
Deformation conditions 
---------- - -·~·- - -- -- - -·-
3. ,,, Q . c: 9 
-ik .. ,--, ....... ~c..i 
;.: - . 
- -• -- ·---, ' -- -----. 
_ · -on---.-~-oint- i the -1>1r-8114a roc,,•-
Jl\rough the- same a~le e1 
the relative transve~se displacemen~ 
of the column-ends must be the 
same for all columg.s of the same 
story. 
on a joint i! 
Condition 2 Taking a sect.ion 1 ... 1 tbrOtJgh pQ~flt c of c:e>J.tJ .. 
i•k it is seen that the shear ... force in tlua 
.. ·,.'. ,- - - . ,--,- -- ......... , - ··; . -
co-lumn at. .--e .ia:. 
·.' ~ t f.. • ·. -, - • . - • . -
.. ·--, .. ,· .. 
',. _ .. ·.: 
' )·' . 
' ... 
' 4. 
::.. t :,;-..: ~-' __ -._'.~ - - - - .. 
-· --------- · __ _____:__ ----.---k- :r-~_-. -1----------- --·- ·------_- - . __ ._-~--- ~---
... ~ T ."'K _\__ --- i&":D~~ ~ ; 
It follove that · v ilt • .. - . tiuc. ","'"), . ,,-b . (Ji~! ~t) . . . , :~., l\\l 1 

















~ ,.:.: __ . _ .. 1, 
I.... ·. ~·:··-·---"· --· ----------~----·----·----. ·. g . 
r, ·. [ 
' !· ... 
\ 
L~-· .· .. --2:- -< ... f1, 









- --- -- - -- - - - --- -·-- -
__ , ----·-----·----··- .. -- --- -- --- - --~-
- - -· -· ·----- .. - -·- -- -----··-·-- ·-·-
.. -78 
______ .· _ the most f~equently occurring .. column•height · 
,• 
·in story r. 
If we continue· s_ection 1-1 ·through:. all c_olumns of. 
atotv r in the fashion . sl1own .. J.n ~~go 4, , and .. .;le_signating 
.. 
. ...... . 
thf! sum of. ·horizontal loads acting above the -cut by ~:lit, -
we can. -.:ite 
ftl}td for each story. 
---------··· ···-·-· ····-·----------'-----
Conclttion. 3 .. Th_e r. otati.on .. of.·a bar'!"end.J._,can be write.a: 




·8 • ·"-~-rota ... ti.on on .. freely supported b-._.. 
"ik 
Jtik • end moment on ~nd i of bar i.-k 
u .. c: end moment on end k of bar· i-k -
~i · . 
~i~~-·=· displacement-contribu~i:on 110~"~ 
Jl.l,ltiplying by 3E throus.ho~~: ~ 





3B Q .· 
. _·· ·' --ik-
,. 0 c 
3B e1k 
. . . . 
- _-;;:.:"" . 
\ 
' ~- ........ ,,.., ..... . 
... , 
.!' ·' 
r:• .. -~-..• • ... -
, ~- . ', 
. ' '~. .. .... 
---· _·.•,~ .. ~, ..... ..!'•~, .... _.,,.,,.,_,,--.:-.,-·••,r•~_ .. .:.·. ~ ... ,:.·~.::.·~.'c..: ... ·.· .... $)ik. M" - ik- •• ._ I •. :· 0 
. - ... ··-- -----·-··--· ..•. _ . ._._,,._ ___ ,--r···-,-"--· ... -- __ . -·- .,_,.. -· -,· ~ ., •. ---- -
- .. _,. .. , 
.JIG.k. _ __:;,;_·.-:.:.:::::_ :· ·-=- - ·--- •· :;:.;··:.-.-.·-::.-·. - -.. --. -.-:- -·· __ -::.-~--- _:..:..:.:: _- .. -· 
__ .. ;...... 
: _,t· 
: . .., ... ; 
-. - . . ·.: -·· . 









'"" .- ---i .· 
~ ' . . 
··-...._· •... ---,_ .. :· 
·- - -~------------ -- . __ ,_ --- . -·· . - - -·:: 
_ .. :-, . 
_L . _LI 
. . .... ' .. • 
For·h~rigontal ~bers·.t1k a Oon account of 
. ,•1iecting vertical displacements of .. joint_e~ · 
. , .. ., .. ~ ... ., .. ,., ... , . -
.. 79. 
· ·. JQr. · columns ho!1ever .9-ik doe& . enter into the expression , . 
:,~-· - ' 
Of --the. rotation -Of-"-bar- end i ~ ~ ·-sin.~,e :We neefd -8 checli: for __ : - -· - -~ 
··- ·-------~·--·-·-·--· 
.·. 
tile validity of the displactm}ent l\ r in story r its!lf 
' - .. . . . 
---=----,-(wb:l.cl:i ill directly proportional to &ik bt the formula 
. • "b -~.- : . 
/l a .J), ikbik .) 
.3E 
- --- . 
. . 
we IQUSt f:l:rSl: verify thli! condition· 4. · ·ancJ only 1iav1ll8 .·· 
gained proof of the reliability of v11lucas ik' _proce•4-
with. the .. check of condition_ 3. 
··". 
. ,. 




' ,, . . ( . 
.. consta11.1; 
. . . ' . . . . . . . . 
;· ________ ... ..,\ 
-.- , . 
tf this condition is satisfied, we can now ell~~~_ 
,:. .... •·: : -,. ,,.··.· .. ' . . . .. ,.· . . --- ' ' ' .; . . . 
C:'943-~i9'J , . ~~,ai°' ~lte right values of . 9 1k •. 
-- -----·----------- --- . , ...• 1 ... ------~· .. :.:··.-.------ ·-· 
-;- ---·:.~---·· - --44•••• 
· .... :.··---.-~ ..... · ___ __:_ ___ - _____ _ 
,. L-1 
- -- ----···-·----. -- -----·-··--·-----·--·-··'----------····--·----··--. ; 
I ~-
,: . ' 
_, __ . - •.. - ---- :. ... -,--• --:.:. ----~- . ' . :._. __ -. -·- ---. . -----. ------·· •+-·"-·~:.a .... 
. ... . . 
-~- -- ··-·- _, - -, '.,., - . .· ... -- ···-· 







.. - ··--~ 
(2..4) . 
-80 
-."';~.-., ·-. . 
·Evaluation- of.Kant ,-s_. meth~d --_ 
....--:· 
-l(t1 h ····--
,.. h . .· 
,,· 
I. 
Kani' s method is- a syStematic , easily applicabl~ 
' ' proce"dure' app_lying 'the principle.· o,f successive approrl- . ', 
-- .··-·----- -·-·-· ____ . ---- - ---------·- --~--· ----------. 
-.mations-. Regular and _irregular·s~pecl st17.uctures can be 
-:. 
treatedo After f_inding tbe. const,ants of geometry 
. . . 
n~cessary to ~tart t~e . ccmputa1:ion _of end-moments, all · (,\. 
fiFes to be -handled With ai:e v81Uea of moment. ·11av1n& •· · · ..
. 
---a scheme of the structure to tiork in, _ the analyst has -~ __ 
""" 




" _'· : .. . t' .. -. -- ., . . .. ... . ·- .. --~ .. tpJ.iowi~g:_ 
t,,. 
t •··· .... · 
'-. ThE! analysis of f~@JD.e·s wi~h any ~umber of sways 
~···-. ' . ·. .. - . - . 
ioad is carried ou_t .in cycles of· two ,silnple· 
-.,··.·:. . ····----· ·::-___ ..:..__ ____ · .... , -- . . 
. ' 
.: . . 
t . 
' .. 
;.:- - . ' 
9perati'ons, proceeding- from joint i·o joint in ~ · · 
'! >Z 
::: . . -,~ I , 
' . . .-··. --,--' . -·. . .. ,_ 
@.J;b.itrary sequence o · (For frames with _ no latt1ra~· · 
_ ~ ,displacement one_ operation ·~ill ___ be dropp.ed). 
·;,;. .... 
; . 
t· ·-----· . 
t, , . A~ -the analysis · -advance~_,-- ~~~ _ -~-!?~~1:1:~,~ :· -v~~'ll~~~~- ~-
- . .--:- - . - . ~---- - -
- -----. - ... -;.,J! .. -. _,:. ... · __ ... _ -:::.-::--::-·· --- -.· ~ .;...;· .. ·--·- __ - · .. 
· · ffcontributi_pn rrtt!wents" -(ei~ll~~· displacement·. or.---
- • • ··-· ~ ::~~~ • • - .. ·: - ........ J ,-• - • • 
-------------- --·. -- - .~,--_ . --. r_j_ 
i:otat:l.on cont;ibut:1.olls) are supposed to converge ' ...... ' 
.;,• .. ·-:- .. ·,. . .. ' .. .. . . 
o, 
- ~c:, their final, correct value. This convergence 
renders.a 0 self-check0 as witb. the repeated 
····_, ··--:·.-. - . . .· 
. --'·- '. 
.. ·- ,', 





I: ·. .:·· 
·-c .- • 
_.,,. · .. ,c 
.... · . .,_~ 
·~··,"'' .. 
. (J~4) ;. 
. l· 
. ~ 
c::~ Tile fiqal moment aCdng on a bar.:end is~" 
. Mi~"' fu[Mr +Z'~f:+Mitt>J _ 
. ·•-·c - ·-- --- ···-. - • . . 
: . -~-.. -
. ·- - - -· .--· - --- ' ---·-· ._ ·····----- . 
b 
'""'011 the ·above expression it becomes cl~ar tbat.·---
tf· we possess the final, acceptably accurate, 
~ . 
··values ~i end Jiik, ,-1e c~ at- any time· compute 
~he tota\ end moments from these quantities •. · 
Therefort{ the ch~cking agency ·need not rece~v~ 
tne whole .~~alysis, mer~ly the result • 
--~-- -'-·· - . ·-- ·-· . ).;.·• 
«. Even though the wh<-lle -procedure i-s sel~-checkipg,: ·· 
an. independent.checking method is also provi~4 
. b7 Dr._ Kanio 
•• In case (evell at~er ha.vi~ perfo~111~4 tbE,a whc,1.e-
~nalysis fQr a· given fram~ and loading ! ) ~ cbatlgE!a . -
•J:, made i!l. geometry or loads, we can keep the 014 -. 
,; ·~.-' 
;esults · as approximations (J Thus we may sav$tl a few-~ ... ~ -
c;7cle.s since we already.stal:'t f1:om valt1efJ more o; 
.. J••~ ·1n proportion with the results .. the llew-1;91,t~ 
..•. t 
--
. 4itions of the structure· require • 
. ., .· .<;"f:"--<l-i·r-"" -./in-4;--:~;·.~ ~- ... :~-· ~~ .. ~~:~\:•i:.1?·::;,·,~~/··· ~, . . '~. . 
~ ···--··- ' 







metb.ods aiming at an exac:t or iterative solution:- i_t is Jw}':}~\: 
. . . . . ., i~~{): 
tiale~consuming to pursue our_ operation~- l..lllt~l accurate valuea--~-----~··· --- - r:::<<?~ · 
-~ ... ~...:.~:-~ ::.:.::::·.:::c=.::::.:.::::-~ ==-=--~ .. ·:· ---~;.:,; .. _-_ ... -~- . . ~~~~ ~:: :=:.: _.:..: :· -- -- . . - ~--~~--~ '_ ... -- ~~ ~~~~~~:-:--::·-:-::-:-:·-::::-.. ~7~~.:~-~tz;~~:; 
are obtained . . ]j's:(. . r 








··.. -._. _: _ _:_~~~---~-_-·-- ·=- -
,._ ·-
_::. -~ - , ' 
·'··'.,,.-:--~-- .. ··. 






,~- ----a.fWtion-Methods .. ·.····· .... _.· .· .·-. ·.-· .. _ .. · . : ~ ' .. --- ... . , ._· ~---.. ,......,._, ____ ...__,_ •, ........ - ·--- .~- . ·---.. -.. 
' -··-···•· ... -· _: ........... _ .... .-..... ' ·".'' .... :."' _._., . - . 
. . 
3 .a .Amerikian.' s method (aeferet1c;ea l, . I) 
: --
........ ~- , . 
~ '• - - • _ __::...,_ c•' 
(Imp_~ac~icable for office-use) - . :~·. ·----- -· --- ~- ~ . -------·---~'--
Aaaeriklan' s method is also based on the alopf!-, 
,, . ' 
deflection equations o Writing ·up the equili~rium~ 
condition for one joint .9f the frflme we get an .. expres,1011 
:(" \. . 
.... , 1\ \/ . 
containing rotations (rotation of the joint investigat·ed 
~· well as ones of-the neighboring joints) and dis-
placemen~s_of the two adjtcent stories. (See 2.4.2.c, 
- ... " Bq. 5). _The two d~splacements can be el~inated by 
'· 
bringing in horizontal equ,ilibri\llD-conditions for ~i.., -i•won---. ··~.~-----' 
storie.s. 
joint.a as many ro~ating joints we have. Having solved 
. ( .~ .~ 
:, ,. 
for the rotations, the moments can ~e found by applying 
the slope-deflection relations. (The missing displacem~nt~ 
\l,Dknowns ·: •re also foun4 on tlle basis of ... the rotations) • 
. . . - "'. . ., .. • ... . . . .. ,v,, . - . . 
• 4 




eq~tio~s the·metJlpd 9£. r~laXIJ.tioq l• a~pl~e4~ 
'• ---·----
1 i·- .. 
s 
,Dei:ivation 
~- - ' -- - ~""'"'-':--·---- - .. 
-
·- '"T. ·- - _, • ·-··-~ --
- . ' 
Consider fraaae ill Pig.- ~Q, 
•,., ,, <' , ....... • •- • ·,-..,.• ·.-, .. ,,'< •· .• e ,;_, ,C•'•,•,:'. ",.-r:" :•; •,"''• ,;.., ;>,~ i-...;:' .•• __,, ,r-
- . . ~ 
------.. ·-
----













• .. ,._.:_,, ·.: . .:. 
,.: ... 
. (2.4). / / / .;93 
.,"· .. -··-. --· . 
.. , 
. "2x3;~. $c3x <82x. + <;&3x .- cAr ) ) 
~~l~ e s:2x (92~·{ce1x • ·~f 2ii -,··- - - --------- ~- -~ ~-- - --~ -------- - ------- - - - --
ifaxy .,, S2xy (.82x + C92.Y ) 
,._-.. 
, .. ~ 
/ 
.. 
l~ . .;; ({$2:,r;l 82x ·+ (Sc3x':l 8~ +. <l2xyC) '12:, + 
<tc~C::) 81,- - ~(Sc3xcA) f 3 • <8c2xc4> f 2 • 0 ., . 
. .. . ·---........ ft) --
'"'•:•~t1Q111, 14eq.i~c;•1 ~9 a.,.a,~. ~Its. ,a, 
u~s are Q's and· f'•· 
" . 
l1_gl1~ing the thir4 s1=e>9-: . 
~"23 .,, •x23 + 1112) + 11z23 
and l'.°IJ32 • 11x32 + 11 ·32 + Hz32 3 .. . y '·· . .. 
for both end-moments: 
~:a;-~3 • 8.c3x 
H • S 
-x32 ·. c3x 
.'- '.' o·c., 
,· .. "·•·,~-. .",,a,,.,._.,-·, "' --- .,. . . . • • -, ' .,. • • . . < ~--.- • · .. ,_ ,• '· 
.,: ; 
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- -; . 
.,_.-. __________ ,_. ·-·~----
- ~-- - .. ·-
- . ' 
~ .•. 'i $c3e3 ~;LgntfieS: -summation 0,£ pl'O~ta (Sc9) f• 
all. joints on-'-floor·l~vel- 3). -
. ... ____ ·--
~-
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-
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- -·· ·_-. -__ ,, -5' =---·· :· 
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- --- -~- ' - ~ . ~ ........ - . -
.. [. lc3x w· h fc~x. -- ] .. _ . 
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'' t f ! . (tl 
. ? 'p~ 
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•·: 
- -~·- ----·- ------· - -,--.---. 
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.,"V"", 
_,., .:. -.. ' ... ' 
- ,:. •, 1:':'. - ... 
... : _., __ ,_ -· 
.. . 
·'· - .. >·.· -_._. ···.:·, 
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· This equa..tion contains all 9~s of the_ twoi--~adjacent .. : . ~ 
.. 
stories: the necessary number of equations can be obtained, 
• Q;>' • 
by writing. up.· Eq-:. 4 for~.e~ch:.rotating joint of. the-fr-.m·e. ----· 
_4~signing lower cas_e ·1ettf3~s ··a,_ b, ¢,_ etc.~ to-joiuta--·~--"'--~ <. 
·----·--··----· 
• C41l write Eq ! __ .4· in a more condensed form·: 
r 
N~t+ Ned.?>-+ Ncba+ NcfJ': +-Neel.± Hc3J,t 
lid J + NckX+ Nc~1 + We • 0 • • • .... • ( .. ) 
- - -----
···---·- _;_ -----------------· .. ·--
uln order to facilitate the comput.ation of constan~-,-
lci' we shall introduce a c;onve11ient classification of 
-- ...... "/''"'JI joints relative to_ one another. (Fig. 51). · l@@=;r.~iMf~ , ... :- ··' 
num"r. abo~cl\ ~erm in Eq. 4~ 
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- ._ ..... ·,. . . 
. r;;?, •. 
• · .. 1' 
·. :• ·.:- :- ·} 
--~ .· -·--·· .. --~ _._ . _···.~: -~.-- .. •· . 
2.~~~pp:roximate Def~rmatioh•Methods -,. _ ----. 
-.1111. ; 
·!!'· 
.~. '. ... _.· ' 
1. •'Method of K_-Percentage~i,·; --Q\~.fe~ence f) _ 
..-=~- ... --~: . ..., 
~ :··" . "': 
,·.· ., 
. ~ . . 
(Moment-distribution. - N~t ·recommendable for tall 
-buildings) -- ': · ,:·,,:, · · 
:.,..,. 
. " ... :... .. --.. 
.. - ·,'",. ... 
the simplest of all apprQxim~te.methods'of windatre~· 
,, 
aa,alysis· which ·are based on some assumptions 
regar(\ing the deformat~on of the structux-,e under lo_ads_. _____ ~------------.-----
. ~ ;- - ---· -.-- -· 
tlle . p.mdamental idea is the following;.: we bring· 
... 
- .. -------11---
•bO\lt.a fixed-end·s~ate of the frame sut:h that at every 
col\11111\·end:we_shall ha,ve a fixed end moment equal -to the 
stiffness-value (K) of the column member applied. 
,·. •I-
Perfomr1ng-moment-di11tribution throughout--the--frame----unti-1-----_:;,'-'-=:-'-. 
desired accuracy is reached· we get final ''fictitious"-· 
encJ moments m · for c9lumns -as well ,:as fc,r girders. Tlle 
-
-~ation of colunm end moments in a story divided by the 
story-height renders the story~shear, (CJ) on the story in £m __ ,_,~_ ·· 
que,;ion C.r • rhr .... Meanwhile the true value of the 








t\:):· - ·. r 
"(.,_. _· • 1'· •. • 
ftt_~x: 
. ~~:~::s •: :. -,:_ -·) 
f''· --J. - • "i 
·rt~~- · , 
!'.'( 
'""!:.'-, 
·:~'·, · .. 
___ ·~---·-=--· __ .J/\c i' 
. !f:/<·.· .. ·j 
~----




• - -- ·~- • '"·- ·- •••••"_c"--".• ,.- .-..,----,•• --. --:-.-:.·c-:- -.•.• ~ •.-.•-c•-•-:- .c-~-·J' __: - ·;'""• •. -.• 
,, 
' ( .. -
' '-
. ,-
{ - ::.; .<'. :· 
1.-· 
-~··-· -·---. . . 
, .. ;:.... 
·, ·7' ;: : / ·. ·:: ~ .. i ·-~ ·, 
' ,, ' - '. . . -~ . ' ·,· 
' .-~ . 
"i"' r_ 
fn•n 3:tlie moment:;fl\jt:'the end of·cany·111-.J;er•:c• -·be 
-obtained· approximately 'by taking the· ratio 9£ the true 
atot:y shear V to the p::,1,1iously figured fictitious -
story aneat q ang.- multiplying· by it the fict_:i.tious 
. .. -· - ~ . . . 
. -~--... - .. 
en4'1.•119m~nt ·m on the bar-end in ~estion. 
' ~ ' . . 
---- -.--- -- - -------~--- -- ~ -· -------·---~--------------- -- -·-------- ------
--- -· --:· . ··- --~ -:__ -· ... c·_..:=r. 
. ··- -·-
l)i~cussion _ of the_ metho~ of K-percentages 
.. aa 
.. is' 
As we have seen the basis of the procedure is the 
tnit~al ~rbitr~ry sway-condition: without rotating ~ny 
Jpin~, floor-levels were given such an amount 9£ later~l-,, 
~w•y that the _fixed en.d moment in eac_h .bar ... end became 
~lJlll,;icalt·Y equal to ~Jte stiffness of the bar. 
- - l·----"·······•" -.,.... . 
Writl~g the formula (2! .. ~-he fixed-end moment !n a 
' .. 
-,, #-:: 1.._ ' 
••ber undergoing lateral c11splacement A without end 
rotation: 
. -
Siq~e our fixed-end momenc• employed in the m~thod 
do not consider either c1 or ~ik quantities and are merely 
dependent on Kik' we conclude that such,a fixed e~~ stat• 





\~ .. ::. <..: ·~ .... 
~E,;,,j I 
- ·. ·. ::, ', ·:._,·.- .· 
1 ,·,: ••• ·-
.. ·-·- ..... -·,--.,- ..... ....,-,.. . 
-··-· -- ,;.... ___ ... -
. - --- . ···------·- -- ... 
·--
.. : ~-~-~----·,.-"::, . 
·-
. .- ' 
. (2.)) .. 
•89 -
. . 
Relaxing t1'e joints will se.t them fr•e t.9 rotate.-
-:- - . 
However ·joints of various floors are s-t:Lll heJd on the·-_--
-




- .. . . -
----·--.. ... -· _··.· .. - '. 
ThuJ it becomes evident. that we _p~rfo~ our .. -·- _.: __ - ·- --~ _:__···1 ·• .. - .. -
·computationEi ~n a frame deformed in an idealized ma11ner,·, _____ : _ _, .. 
. L. 
auch that ~11 the joints of each column ar~ .aligned al~~g 
4 ··@~f~isn~_-··1\j~_! __ ·. _···· -__ ···. ~~- -=-- _-: .. _-._~ -- -_·_:--~~ . ---~----~~-----------------~~--•------~---- -,~-- ------- ----~~-------.. --~~---···----,,5-='...---i'-·-.-jl 
. . . 
··-- ---·-~------------- - ---
- .. 
_ Actual tall ~f-rame-buildings, mainly ,ymmetrical 
011,,, do approximate the above described deformattona 
u.n"-r wind-load. This fact expla.ins_ that the method 
yields goo~ results for as high as 50-story•bui~dinga, 
-
·. -· . .. ... .. --------
-leve-~theless--the :labor.ioU:s ._moment~distribution .... the ___ -~---~=-~--------=-~:~-----
. . · ... , .. · .. -~· .. ··--~{•., . . , . 
.. , 
method_ requires is an undesired feature in i.:eg4f~ll§ ~-C·-
th• J'8&\ll..te -~lJ l>e only a.pp:rq:xtjDJ~EI., 
.• 
V: 
._.. Y·--·- . .- • ·-"=---~·:-~:~---• ·~~·~·-· -~--.---:-. 
•. :- ..... 
-·· 
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... - -·-- - - - ---·· - -- -·-·- - ---- - - --~ --- ...... 
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2. Factor-Method . (References 3, 16). 
·(Popular and good method, applicallle, to -·tall 
.. buildings. 
·Bach story is solved separately from the·r.e·st· 




---- ., ----------The fact~r.meth~d is an'approximate deformation 
metho4, especially adapta~le to. ·the computation of tall 
--- ·-,-----·----·---- . ·· .. -------- ----· 
... · 
. -: '~ ·~ .'.' .: ;, ._ ... 
bVri~dings-~-~I-es~fomula~are=-deri-ved.4;.om_-:the._consider• _______ ···.· · .···-···· 
- --·-·---. ---,·-·-:c-c~::··--··~-~-,-·--,--:-.-:c~·::-c-:-... =-------·:c---,--~~,.c:. .. : . .,.,-:,::-c··,cc-· ···~, =''·'·: __ ,.~·- .. ·:·····.··: ·.- · · ..... ·.·. -· ·:-. ::· ··: · · ··· : . .. '·.- · · ··• · ·:·.c..... · .. ·: :.::,c::.:·.c:;::c:::,==,:-:~::.:.·: "==~-~ .. :.·.:., '·'~'f;s.:':E'~~":~ 
-- --·-··--·------------- ------ -· --·- ---------··-------·---------- ------- --·-------- -- --·-
· ation that deformations of tt?]o consecutive stories a;e 
-------------------------~---··------------ ---- ----· -
•'1.ilar, and may be approximately t.ak.en as ~qual. 
Ce>neidering the joint 'nx of Figure -1 (2-:,4.a~c) @'14--~ 
writing· up slope-deflection equations fo~ a~i tilt! J>~•-
111e•tt-11g -~ this jQint we get Eq. 5 (i.,4,2.c) .. 
- - r-- -•.• ' 
-
---- ·------ ----~----- .---·· 
, __ 
·•····. -·- - ··-· - . ---- .. -···· ·····-····-· .... ·-·········--------"-· ~-------- . ···-······ . ~--· "-···----··- --·-·---·-·-·· - . -
- . - --·- ... ·····-~: 
,zl\ut • o • 4Itltn~ ~+ i.Z~\: .. 4~~,"'~ t\9~f P 
~ing a.1swnptio~s 
ll 
~P~•~t..on at joint nx is- eqWll to al.l 
t.t&a rotations of Joints opposit~ to iq). 
Olelative displac.ements i~. etgry n ..-4 
a~ory o are equal) • ,,,,, .... 
. ~ .. 
,____ ., . 
···-·--... ·-------· · - .---~- ··· -- ·· --and·-dividing through by ·6J)_ we 1•~ 
• O• 
"" .. ·.·• ·- -"-..':I • :·· ·. -4· 
: ' \ .. -.-· ·.; --~ ' 
• 1 . ,.. 
• ~Kc0 i. t, t t-~"t·t ~ t ,.,-,.,-,,,t~t / <i)· 
...... ·. . . . ( . 
,·~, t··ti'ft ,·,·t.;t·,rt,,:ti'.tt ,,:,_ t?t:,. t .. ,i~-· (@)· 
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~:i>:it :-.~-··.: -. ,. 
' ;..., -, -
°nx -(girder fact!)~) .••••• • • • • • . . (3f . ff ltc 
• f N~n~~--·: • .~ • • • u • ~ • • ( ; • •~• •. • ~• '\ • (~)· ~· .. ~· .·· 1·,; -. 
"-. - ~t:i> J 
Let-~· Qpre,s tbe girder'."moments, !\mw and "nxr~ ·- .. •. _ 1~:,''.,l 
~w- • ;iJIEnxt~f29nx + ~nw> • · - ·· .··· . ·JIJ;cJ 
. 2!.Knxw (2Gnx f n + Gnw f 11) "' . . ·--- . !if c 





'rh•;· ,4t10 of girder mom{;nts: --·~--
0 
4fter considering girder moments, lt~ gf "''' ~, 
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. , · cox , n nx · _ cox1 n ox ··, - ~q~J p 
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_·th~• the· ratio of two ·col~·mome~ts of the··••• 
. . , . . ·. ·.·. . •'. '. . .· ._ ··.-·. ..' .· .. ,._.---·· .. 
l\ucox 
· · Hawow 
. . J ~ 
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Discuas:ion of the Factor-Metltoa 
------~~~------------------ ----
....,... 
.This method requires the compu~•ti:on of-gifde~~ 
con•tants and column-constants which are quantities 
characteristic of one joint or t:~10 stc,rles.In posses,~cm 
of these values we are able to find values for column~en4~ 
moments of any one stQry without having to regard other 
1 
·stories at all. The values. approximate the .true values of 
j 
end me>ments closely, &·proof 0( the validity of f?Ur baS1.C 
aaa.alllllptions. i.e •.. tllat 1. the rotation of any joint is about 
,qua1 to rotations of joints in its vicinity, and 2. relativf 
. . 
dillplacements of two consecutive stories are n~arly equal. 
. ' . - ....... ... 
· ·-ne ·procedur«! giv,s g9od _resµlts for even very t4it 
.... 
~~J,dings find takes little cqmputational 11orlt after b4v1.U d 
t ' i' """ --·-···-·---_,........_ .. ~ • ".1'.'f' 
4@~@t:111~e4 t~~ c:oitstants -ot .. gi1:de~-~ and colµmns. 
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3. The "Gottschalk- Method" (a~ferences :-:6-,7) 
. . . 
. · (Well applicable to. f;all buildings. 
· --Each __ storj is solved· separately from the rest · 
· · 9f the stories) 
. . 
_______ . _____ Similarly· to the· Factor-method the Gottschalk-method 
.... ~.......... ...... . .. . 
flpplies simplifying assumptions regarding the 'deformations .. 
of the strut!ture; thus it becomes possible to· analyz.~ each. 
·story se.para.tely 9 
' 
·----·--·--~--------·,··-- ·- -•-· .. •·•ec·~•-•-'• ·-.. ·,~~----·--------· ···----,:·•·---•··•- --.·--···-,·--- .. -·~ 
. . . 
t.!:::·t:::·:i;._·_· 
Ft{"> .. ,: .. ·.· ... 
,?,:·~ ·.: ,.,.' 
; :, ~ ;... . .. . 
_ .... ________ T_h_e~p_ro_c_e __ d_u_r_e_i_s_b_a_se~d_·_, o_n_·· _th __ e_. ·-:--f~Q~l~io_wili_.· · _ .. ·-=g_an~--· ........;_a:__. l-=-y:__s.:..:...:::~•:__-·" .......:..:.c,:__f:__· _ ::...,_i_..:...._,.......-=--:__·~··"'··:c..:.~~ 
.r- ·: '.>~->: ·: .. · · ... ; -... 
• deformed· column. (Fig-~ ·· 54) • · ' 
-------------~----............... . 
S11bjected to 6 • -1· sidesway_, __ th.L~4 ~,na@At• .t9 --~ll,·· 
~tiYl.llll yield f and f' interc~pts. 
- - -----·---------··---~ ··.' 
- . 
-'-'----------- . --
... \; , :, • :B •) · and . f • :A-}' nHn~ .(I) 
- ------------- ----- --A- - -- ---- ---- -- ---- -B .- -.. -----·--- ....... 
·-----:--
i~ ~an be ·derived l,y writing the slope-deflection 
e~t;j.onea for the bar and.equilibrium of 1noments at e,1~\1:•t 
.1·,.-,....,. .. '·' ' 
~-:~ ... :~- .t_-;i-t;;' -~ - -
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aot;ating both joint:s 4 •4 1,- th• •otlHlllt X 11e1i,1;jg 
• ,> • • .. ,. 
unit rotiition -at A is:: 
. -
Th• P')~t of contraflellUre ill found t,y ~!:"•r:U 
tpeorem at• dis~ance 
-~ h 2 +} 
·h4 • 3 l +j: . . ···············~······· 
. . 
The fo\l,q~III ,~pr,sfions can also be derivel: 
• • ,. ;, C 
" Jl :,Jl -f - -B 1.. .. it-:;... _____ --.- L .+ K -- + jl . t K ••-• .--. • .-~-,-•••-
···--·· ~vis :AB ,\ ·- ' .. ,Q 
C. 
·• fQJC@- II ~CEtllll8rY to produce /1 " l, t.t: 
-• 6EKAB(f 1 + £) 
·2 h 
I 
. -· ;., 
..... ~ - -· ... ·--·. - . -
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. Con11·1de1:_~ng Jq7 • • 5 teto extreme ca~~· can b., thought 
·rz:om Eq •. 2: ) ~-. o ancl ':- .. ,'-· 
-~o.,"··J4. -~=- ,,. 
-14,-~·- . 4BK·. -~- . .-<s.
11 
11t ~---c;,th. •· •4, 
-- --~·- . ~ . AB AU
whea 
\.., ' -:. ; ' - ;:.:l 
- --- ) . ., ---· 
l 
M• 4 7,-~-\ ,,, 
.. 4, (.87.S)~AB • 
. .. .. , .... : 
the·,other end. 
• . 
__ $;~,:,e ~lte i,a\lge of-values-}-~.- ct\&!~fil fll!l~l,:, 4 p~tJ.J>le '- ; 
! 
1 f4= simplification· 
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. (2.5) . ~ >-~,, 
·- -·- .. , 
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,id_ - . - . - . 2-- simnlification• 





lftlen.. •1J,,l1•ing any ~ne typical story, · we _di1reg~d ~- C 
c.ol\VIID• above and below that story. 
As a third simplification we may take· the point of 
contrafle;:.:ure in the columns ·at midheight rather than 
resQrting to Eqo 4o _ (1:his c-.nnot be done in tht, case of 
the first -StOn') • 
-numertc:al prob __ 
• 
. . 
Discussion . . . 
The Gottschalk~method requires little labor•• 
compared with iterative methods and in the case of ~yptctl 
stories yields good results.· 
'mt! first one stipulated tha.t·the conditions C?! 
rlgldity a.t the tops of .. ~olumns are sufficiently similar 
to those at the bottom and thus the stiffness at the lower 
~olumn.;.end is approximately e~ua~ to the'fami~i~r valu~ c,f 









- \ .. 
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\ialiting values, this simplification was accepte,d-as a. 
gc,qf.l one. 
-~ 
The se~ond assump.tion introduces an error~--bal:ow-l()l.·-~-
:liilc:e 411_ column.s are taearly _ equally affec~edo 
the third point was ' . ·. establ~shiqg .. the point of contra-
,:1e:t,.1re at· ·midheight of ·columns; this a~sumptiou is c.lose_ 
f J.;;.· 
to·l!,eali~y in tali buildingso 
-. 
, .. :~-. -
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3. C01fCLlJSI0RS <-<" ---·~. 
Tall· buildillgs.-are being designed wi~h primary regard 
. 
to wind-load. In view of this fact :the analyst must decide 
. at the outset on what he expects of the proc~ss as well ••. 
the results of the w~nd-computations he is to carry out. 
Th,: numerous weil established·methods of analysis that 
are available today through the literature of the subject 
can be classified by the degree of accuracy, the amount of 
labor, ease of applicabil.ity, involvement of possible 
··--·-pttht'lTxo-r--che analy~~o commit- errors -and many other 
fac~ors. .. As the electronic computer is more and more 
becoming an integral part of the design-office, it will be 
of utmost importance to know whether the type of calcu-
lation required by a particular procedure ca.n be pr~-
grammed ~asily . This fact may also.completely change 
th~ s~atus o~ a previo~sly discarded procedure, wh~n it 
becom .. es ~n eilsily handled subj'ect for ~he electronic brat.a. • 
.. 
In the introductory chapte; of ~his treatise an 
attempt was made tQ list factors influencing the accur~~y 
of those common asswnptions making it possible for us to 
--'-------
·~lyze the multistory fr•e-building within th~ s~opJ of 
" ..... ""''"'""'•• .1' 
--
_, . . - _.__ .. <>-~ ~ . 
,,:,",.--, .. . - ... , 
. . _....~ .. ~ ·: 
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- ·-· ,:-.·. 
-· -- ·- -----·------------------ ----· : ...... · ·. ··.r: .. 
l ·'· '• .. • plane primary.stre~s-problem. It is obvious that here - . - .. . .. :=--· .-.-- -.- .-··-:.--: -- .- . ·.::;._:,·-·-'-. 
- -·-
··· -· ·-- ..... 
... 
-li-es--the so~ce of _the _great . ~isc~epancies of ten experi.;-~ . 
enc~d when checking measured stresses against those 
computed. 
__ Ot;cJinary 8tJ:Uc~ural computations are carried out: to 
'8 aecuracy permitting 11 . error o For the windstres~ 
analysis of a ·tall building cpances are we shall be much 
more off tl'!an. li even if. the computations are· meticulously -.-- · 
done, followil)g an exact procedure. For buildings, walls 
and floor~ furnish so ·-much additional rigidity as to sub-
_ ------ _______ ____ atan_tially af fect-tbe--elast-k--resistance of .the struc.t_..:u_r ...... e __-___ _ 
to loads. These elements may ·on -the other hand not work 
sufficiently together wi·th the, skeleton and short of 
composite action the loads will again have --to ~~ -con~idei.:,-~4 
..... ·-·----------------·-·----------- ·····-~ - ---- ·--- -
. ·- ~ ,,,. 
as resisted by the frame alone. 
···-; 
Per~aps the above argume~t explains th, fact tti.t 
wind-stress analysis uses more approximate methe>da ti...a 
any other structural.analysis. 
The era of the multistory frame began with prinlitiV@ 
atatical calculations. Often even the coraditions of 
____ © 
,. 
' ·:-- ··:: 
· ..... _ 
:: 
;: . , 
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C, 
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The ''portal ·analxsts'' realizing ·much of the tru«,_ 
behaviour of frames_ under windload is regarded to be the 
f1rat good method; as a m.atter of fact it can be and is 
~eing u.sed 88 a fail:" apprQ)dmatiOtl.~stO medium height. 
. ,_,., ... ' 
~(about 15 story) buildings o Assuming hinges at midheight 
of columns and at midspan of girders renders . the probla.a --· · __ 
easily ~oluble solely by the rules of staticso · 
Investigating actual . deformationa-··of frames uncltlr 
. 
. 
horizontal load applied at joints it was found that interior 
columns do eld)tbit a point of contraflexure near-mi:dheigbt 
-.,··-~,-- - . ·-·~-· .... , ,• ' ... , .. , .. 
of the column. Points of contraf-lexure of exterlor columns . ..: 
. 
- . - - . -· - ------------·-·--- ........ _ -- ..... ·-··-·------ .. -·------·-····-- -·-!--·-·-·"' -·-·----------- --·-·---------···--------·-·----.. -
usually tend to be somewhat higher up the column, with"• 
'.. ................... 
.. 
larger degree of irregularity in the top-story. An un-
symmetrical arrangement of the frame-geometry and capri-
ciously varying story-heights wfll always -,1eldle11 
creditable results. 
Although somewhat inconsistent, statically indete~i~ 
nate portal analyses ar~ popular in practice. (Fig~ 55). 
··- ---····--··----· - .-----~-"=~;-:-11 
-----·These type·s of analysts are as well--juatified as 811J. 
' 
other approximate method; we must .a.1.e_Yme an elastic 
· standpoint when judging themo The decisive lead will be 
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c>! i~bor and whether the solution will be accurate e~ 
. to be applied .. in stead of a more exact one I'?- · 
•-: . . 
. . 
· 1·e is true t~at tal-ting . into consideration·· a ra~her 
\IPiformly spaced skeleton, the.cantilever-method yields 
~omewhat better resul~s than the portal methodo As will . 
. ' 
r - " 
be remembered, the cantiJever method also necessitates 
------- ·-·~·- ___ . .,_, ____ ..,. ___ .. 
more computational labor, regarding.the calculation 1~ 
•. 
each story of the center.of gravity of columns. 
the oµtatanding feat~re of the "cantilever-me.tqo4" f.f 
the good pbyeic11l pi..~~11r, it fol.lQt1t, ~~g41di~g ~he. 
----···· .. -------~rmations·--of-tne··-trame as a wholee-It.has been pointe4 
.. out in the literature that'"'4 tall buildings simulate the 
,:behaviour of a single contileve; beam under transverse 
rig. 56 we s~ll probably do well to favor case 2. 
useful to find sizes of members in the frame. After 
-· ' • • • - •• . . . ' . ~ • ·, - . . • • • ' • _f , •••••••• .-1 
selecting members, a--111ore exa.ct ~alysis can b«.! perfc;,~, 
. ' 
-· ..... ..--...: _,,.... ..... .. 
. -·· .. -. ~. . .. 
. - - : .· : ·,· '. ~. -
"·-···· .. 
tf ~ti.@ 4'£.orpa~d "h,P~'·Q~ 1:pe •~~,;~,;, p,;~111.111~ • q~~~ -niat\@Jt -· · 
'. - -~ . ~---~' . 
-
- <> 
J....· ·• L...,· 
·- '"L.. 
. --,~ 
. Ye--=-----:--__:___~~ ' '·J --- ---- .. _ 
·• 
·.' . 
~·~,:~.:.-i-.r: . .;_f-:-· 
'· -~·~: ., . '·,, .. 
,.· 
. i~. 
', ···. :.'i 
.. .. I_ . 
- - _I -- •• 
.. ----- I 
- :; 
.· :-: -· . 
I -~ . ·-- '. - --- ·--···-·· .- : • step in the realm ·of -non-exact methods. lfUc.h greater: 
- - •• f) • • 
) --
_-_ -•-+-- . accuracy, result~ with a greater sense of security on-'-:the 
J ~ • . --· ; 
analyst's b~half: he has ~ow 111ore of a· control over._figure•·• -·: 
. , ... . :,·. · .. , .......... e-y,> .. 
Imo.wing wh{!t ·to expect of- ~he valid~ty of the deformationll· -
~ 
L he imposes on the --structure •. 
In the American practice today, maybe ,.the Factor-
-
method egJoy_s the_ greatest popularity. · It luJ.s good' feat~•• 
-- ' 
which render it easy to handle. ~., 
I I• ~ 
To ·every joint belong girder- and column factor•, 
... 
computed from sti((µe1e·v•I.~@t <>f tl\er;~ 1D~n11.l~r1, ~vi,.g 







('·. ,•,11 :,•;,,:'\ 
these factors, we can compute column~end moments in one 
particular «1tory disregarding st_Qries _ _ab_o_ve_ __ or below. Thus 
we can, atop calculations at any story and resume work some --
stories below at convenience. 
These advantages can ~lso be attributed to th• 
Gottschalk-method: here too column•momt1nts of ()ne atc>,'J 
can be independently compµted. 
"" -
.____ -
-Ai f •r- as a~~~racy is concernt1d ~ll~ •t,ov, two prop«il,lu.res 
yield good results for even very tall frames and having in 
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analysis. . ·When an ~lectronic computer is available · and 
programmi~ ca~ses no _dif·fieulty, it becom~, ·,especially 
desirable to ob~ain e~ct results._ 
Because of the high degree of- statical indeterm~°",:7 1 
classical methods of consistent deformations cannot be 
.- - . -~ ·- . 
used for windstress analysis. Deformation methods b·aaed--
-... . ' . -- ·. ~ -~ 
on the_s~ope-def-lection equations have bee_n __ developed _______ _ 
during the last three decades to deal .ttith this problem.-
t}le mq•t comp:etit~ve metho_ds· ar~ ~b.~ ones that _appl)! ---~~~----
--
iteration. Prof o Hardy Cross' moment-distribution opened 
the road for broad poss_ibiliJ:ies in this areao Shear 
di-~ribution in the stories coupled with moment-distri-
-·- ·-·-· -· ------ ---
button .on joints is the gen.~ral principle all iterative 
proc~dures follow, ~ven though by separate paths. 
A, the first iterative p~ocedure w, disc_ussed ~ .. • 
method of holding forces. I-n spite of the ease with· 
".which thi~ method can be co~preb~cled,. two impractic:tJ. 
~e4t\ll'es seemed ev14ent: 
•'\.I.I•"" 
i. 1ecessity of ~ome,~t d.i,tr~bµtion fo~ each sway 
L ....... 
J~ Sqlve n _simulta,;,.e~s ,q~tions (n is the--nµiali@j- ------
gf ,it·ories) .• 
,-·' 
\i:r~·t.~~:· ... ·:_f ... 
-ift-,,,~~ 
'L: ,: ..... _,.'b 
· :7:,: · · · ,r.~: 
,;~-~·)s;~}~::c:}4I- _ J. 
r 
,.,. ' 
(- ~··· ~. -.... 
:1 
1,\ .• 
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. I . 
tt le pot inconceivable hOlfe~er thft' thia~proc~durJ 
..-igbt still be used, witl:r the aid·of a computer, for 
.which the solution o_f a certain limited number of silllul• 
. ' 
taneous equations does not constitute major difficulty. 
Al~o it ·would ~ot be impossible to analyze a 50-story 
building by ''polding-forces", say by units of 10-storief 
in .five- parts and fit togetller bo-qndary Qondit!.one. .. · 
. --- - ·····-- -- - - ·1·-·----=------ ------ - . - - ---- -- - ··----------------------~-----~~-----------· 
·Otherwise -we- -shall z-egiater the ''ho-lding--fol!ce-
m,thod"· aa the moetilluatrative one for scholastic 
purposes. 
Four methodttf- ahear-correctioa.a were ti:eated 
. - . ,• .... f • . - '. ·- ' --· --- ' . ':, . . , . . . .. . .. 
1qbsequently. 
Succesaive---Shear--eorrections is the i4ea follolfiqg 
straight from moment distribution: evidently• cl,an c~t 
' ' 
way to take care of sways of the frame~ 
The Dlethods listed as "Maney-Goldberg' a•• 4114 
"ltani's" are nothing else really than su~~easive 111,~4" 
corrections. The method of "Modified Distribµtion •4 . 
. ~r=r -
Carry~.Over-Factors" is a process of automatic sluaar~ 
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' ·Sven though' iteration "'ay not be 'called an-· "exadt:0 
• ., ,.· -- • • • , .,J 
way of solving a 1>roblem, the fact. that accuracy may ·be 
·--·------- ---
·-···- ·--------
increased beyond limit suggests "exac·t" results o It is 
not then the question of accuracy that distinguishes 
on~_iterative method from t~e other; it is the question 
of rapid conve~gence of end moment vallleS that moves us 
to ... -take .. a_ f.avorahle._s.tancl_with __ one _of_..thera. __ _ 
. • . - . . ·-- -:-:· - -. ·- .--:- - ~--·- --,- - - -·- -~·- ...... ---,··-··-=- - - .- ----·-··, - ·- - ..... -··- -·· - . -_- --· --,- -, -c-~- - -,-_ •. . .- _- --
- ------ - - -----:- -"------------~---------------- ------ ---------- . _.._ ____ ~-----·-·-··-··. - ~,---.--,~.-~-·~~--.~7·=~=·~=-se---~~i'=~TI 
This --questtQn--of~-convergem:e··--cannot·1>11-· easily- -- -. · -- -·-- __________________ : __ ----~~ 
4iaposed. Shear-distribution· ~ay in some cases entirely 
upset the results obtained in the previous cycle of 
. moment::.distribution and conversely •. the--geometry of the 
structure presents a new problem each time and rules as 
to which method gives better convergence can hardly be 
established. 
.. . . - . . .. -
The procedure of the "St.accessive shear correction•" 




introducing girder-fixed end moments by pure guesswork, 
but this met~od s~ipulatea·some amount of intuition 
which can hardly be had unless the .analyst·:.1:una aero•• 
aimi-ler types of ·-problems-: The number of prec~utions 
to take and- special requirements would make. this metbQd 
not advi11able for the· .. Lnt1~f.fici·ently •1tperi•ric~cl Pf~.Jg.D, _ 
' .. , ( 
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The method of "Modified Factor-s0 must be· ·studied -
- .. r-' 
-· -- .: .......... 
'·~thoroughly c~efo!_~"~pplying __ it bl!_t --~~t;O_f!;:;iina !P_B~y 
advantages. First· of·- all-,=--tbrough the automatic shear 
corrections.we get .grouping of the moments through 
joints and stories in a rat~~r harmonic-way. · 
. - --- - - ·-. (It·· is an_ important psychological factor to· keep· · 
- --· - -------·------
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-- -- -~QC)ilduc.tve to · error..@) • ·· 
·····-ro.-.,,...-'-·' • . _.------. ----- -------------~----'------'-
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·-----------· 
-- ----·---~---- . ---~--- . - - ----·-- - - - _- ---- . - . -· 
_- ---- - -· ---·--·-··----------·- -- ·---·-··--· - . -·- - . ----· ---- .. - _. - - . ------- '1 .·., :·----~--~-:: -~~------· 
,_~8- we have seen the "CatltilE!Vf!r-prc,cedur~--(J'.4.a_.e) 
' . . - . 
. (,. ia a most usef~l- 'device for symmet.rical structures; it: is .-- ---- :-,-~----~-.-
.. 
.. •, tu. best kno~··to ~he writer for strt1ctures answering thtl. . 
•l>c,ve desqription. 
The ·Maney-Col~herg method b~il4e 11,p ~~c@lY ~-t) ch,. 
fi~4l values but has two disadvant·ages ·~ 
-
~' -It ~nyolves the calculation of defo~~t~Ql\@ 
i9a,t•Jd of moments (f:r~lthough- conver11ion r.:..._ 
. 
-c.:a,n be.done with relative eae;e). 
'1, .. we have tp substitute into ~oron.1las foi; 9-"V@ff , __ 
- . - I ,,., II 
new value of deformation Thia mav become - ------------ .c:,>'c<'.j!~· 
.... ... • . . . - . . . . - -. ' ... ··, ··.' •" · ..•. -.,,, i,,• ·- ... : , .... ,,_.:,. ···."'' .... - : 
-· .. ....... _______ ___;,. ___ __;,.._~111 
~-·,: c:· '_. \.-. t 
._ . -::--,- -~ . ·--- -· . -------,--- -·-·-
qu.ite tedious. 
) ··-:.. -, .. 
~n. advantage can be the El,~lf-.imp~ov10$ •Ji4. ~~!~~-- ~~ -
,. ·-----I .. ,.,.,._ 
•~'1~@~ _by ~g~~lt . 9.-g.1: ~alcul~~~ons aclvanc;:C!. 
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. '._.:- l(ani •s .. method is also based on successive. shear L. -
·coJ:z-~c~ion, but is- deemed the· most systematically worked 
. -- ' ' . . 
ou.t_ and applicable type ·of the ktnd. The present paper-·· 
t_reats -·Kani 's_ .. analysis in detail therefore. ,·the double 
\ 
- .!.a 
cyc;_iee of operations ar·e car.ried. out in the scheme- of ---
- ~ - L 
. . 
·· the struct\l:ice; the cled1mysical concepts hold the 
1·•1l· ... ·'\·'-' 1·"( 
·/·..J..l··.1V" 
, .- ,.. . 
.... _, __ , ___ ., .-·-·.·- ······-·-
,~~~~~~~-~~~:--= --- --
.~~. -------. ·. •';.· .:·.- --.: -_~;, 
.·_.,;·c= . .; •. -.:~,;. .. . : 
---· . .,....,_,.~···---
""1.·•·' - - ,... ..._ 
--·· ~ .,; · .... ·._' . :·. --
in the. futur_e_. ____ pr_of.o ___ Thadani has extended the use of the 
. ,. .. ,--------- .. ·-------------·------· ----------------~---~--------.:....-.·--.--------
)-<.;(:::-\'. ./; 
m•thod to complex multi-storied structures. . . . •. :/:)h -:jl 
-- ' :· .;./;" ·:. ..-.. 
- . ' -
-- ---- --~-----'.-~ .' -- --- - ---li'lft:·: .. - -----
Am.erikian's method uses rela.1<ation to the aolutiaa ~/''L 
• . . . ,. , ... '-. ·: ,-.r.'·'""' ·: .''.. 
,• 
of tqe frame-problen1 .,. Ev~~ ~thogh thec;,retically 
• ' • • C 
interesting, practical.. use of t~1-sme~hod cllll ~4l1 \'-t 
expected. 
w, h.&1.v.a clj.•c:us,Eacl t.~e me>st important •tho4a of. 1 
p~iJ,,~y w:Lnds~~es~ analysis" An all-important stat••._~ 
regarding ta:l.l buil~~ngs must accompany the f,oi:egoJ~a., 
~s the ·oUJi11:.le~ :of· stories increases it becomes imperac-iv•- -
. ! 
tq run: a· second,ana.iysis· bas..ed on .E!!!--=e122gation of-------==-----~----------"--~ 
axiallX stressed column-members; the stresses causi:n:~ 
-
-· ·. 
these· axial aefo~~tion.s ar~ comp~ted f:ce>m first·o~@f 
- - - -- - ;:;;-'- • - =- - - ~. 
. -- ---- ' . 
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theory (i~e. assuming that; bar· end-momenta- are functions 
of bending action.of the structure· only)--lh Further. 
qq~eetions may also be deemed necessary·, in like manner. · -- ··. 
r 
- - - . --_--~-----. -- ___..___ ___ -
· · ·- befl.ections -of tall buildings can be computed·· from 
-
t)le moment diagram on the columns·;· PT9m. iterative 
.
~~~--~--~~-·~-·-~i-~~-~--·~-~-; .. ~.•-~--~-=--~_~ __ -_- __ :~~--· ~~c-: - -- ---·. '"'.--.'":':::"~ 
~ -.· ~ •• t port_ion o( ~lle-- def lee tions comes- trom- rot-iittoif~---of. --- •. 
. . 
----~-------------------------------------------- ----·- -- -- -
-- --- -- ---- ---------~- . ·-··-· . 
. ioi_nts_, __ and wh~t portion._ from. t)le relative di_splacemen~_a_._·. ____ ___,_~~~-
of a;orifla • 
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